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Alcoh ol fines
take rate hike
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'Tm not interested in putting
Durham is not alone in its
money in the c;ity's coffers," said
against hooliganism,. Dovfight
Shaheen, "but if the $25 fine
in the state
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fine has been mixed.
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fine will be the same. in every
instance.
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"If there are mitigating cir-

Stiffer liquor fines make the local police even more threateq.ing. (photo by Chris Gamache)

Senate oppos es $75 late fee
By John Robert
Disapproval of the $75 late
fee which was newly imposed
on students this semester highlighted Sunday night's first
meeting of the Student Senate.
Just a semester ago, there was
no charge for late payment.
The fee was planned by the
administration this summer and
put into affect without any
student input, according to
Wendy Hammonµ, Student
Body President.
An irate Hammond said,"Mike (Rose SBVP) and I were
here all summer and they ( the
administration) didn't get into
contact with us even after (thev)
pledged to allo,-µ for more

student input at the end of last
.
.
year."
The fee is also not consistent
with those of the other schools
in the University system, according to Rose. Rose said, "It
is an astronomical penalty.
Keene State has a late registration fee of $50 and Plymouth's
fee is $15."
Rose said the fee was designed to prevent students from
avoiding paying their bills until
weeks into the semester and that
it wasn't made to be-an extra
source of income for the University. Rose said, "It wasn't
made to be a revenue enham;er
but rather as a deterrant.
The revenues of the fund goes

to the UNH General Fund
which Rose called,"The endless
blackhole of the University."
There was a motion on the
floor to vote for a senatorial
rejection of this administratively imposed fee. Hammond stat- ·
ed, "With an immediate unanimous disapproval by the Student
Senate, we don't feel the admin-.
istration could ign.9re us." "It
w_ill at least get them to talk to
us about the issue if not actually
reduced."
Three adminstratots were
invited to attend the s~nate
meeting but all declined.
Hammond said,"We invited
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Voter registr ation
pushe d by senate
By Margaret Busby .

Durham Town Hall (photo Eric Stites)
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The fact is that not many
college students vote. Student
leaders on this campus are
working to change that at UNH.
Co-chairpersons of Students for
the University, Tim Silk and
Michele Scenna, met this weekend to plan strategy to increase
student voter registration and .
·
political activity.
Last fall approximately 200
students voted in the local
elections and almost 300 participated in the primaries, ac. cording to Silk. This year SFU
would like to increase that
number to 1,000 for the presi,.
dential election, he said.
Silk and Scenna are working
with town officials to allow
students to register with' a
license and a student ID, he said.
Oi;ie usually registers at the town
hall with a birth certificate or
a passport which proves place
l of birth and birth date, according
to voter registration regulations.
Those afready registered outside of Durham ca·n vote via
abscentee ballot by writing to ·
the Town Clerk's office of their
hometown which will send the
ballot.
.Silk ~nd Scenna.plan to implement a bus run which will ·
~

,

transport students who have not
yet registered from the dorms
to the town hall by late September.
Silk said registering in Durham as a student is important.
"A campus of 10,0Q0 can be
effective at the state and local
levels concerning such issues
as zoning laws a·nd Seabrook
evacuation plans," he said,
adding, "One vote makes a
difference." ·
The zoning laws directly
effect where students can live
in Durham and surrounding
towns. SFU is also attempting
to arrange a visit from Jesse
Jackson to the can1:pus in an
effort to create awareness of the
main issues in the presidential
·
race, said Silk.
Ken Skidmore, Head of Studen ts for Dukakis, and Ed '
McCabe of the Young Republicans, would both like to raise
awareness and political activity
.
at UNH.
Each group offers information about. their party's candidate and his stand on the issues.
They will be setting up tables
in the MUB and at sporting .
events to answer q~estions

VOTERS, page 7
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ClasslC, clueless character istics invade campus
By Tim Thornton

Conversation overheard on
Garrison Avenue on the first
day of classes betwee-n Dan
Burgess, ·a UNH junior, and an
unidentified dean-cut young lad
with a shiny Trapper Keeper
notebook and new high tops:
"Excuse me, do you kno~ how
to get to Barton Hall?"
"Of course, that's easy," Dan
replies with a big, friendly grin.
"Do you know where. Burger
King is?"
"Yes."
"Well go down past Burger
King to the New Hanwshire
Federal Credit Union. Barton
Hall is right on the other side."
"Thanks a lot!" the student
' calls out as he heads left up Main
Street. .
"No problem."
No problem indeed. Just like
clockwork, as regular as a flu
epidemic come winter or a
swarm of mosquitoes in June,
another dose of freshmen has
invaded Durham like a bad
hangover that won't go away.
They can rui;i but they can't
hide. See that dude looking both
ways crossing Main Street?
Freshman for sure. That group
of girls clutching their pocketbooks at the party? Class of '92.
The guy standing 150 bodies
deep in the line at Durham Book
Exchange right after registration? You know it.
I know it's already the third
· week of classes, but upperclassmen please remain tolerant. It
takes a while to· realize that
campus etiquette isn't something listed in • the student
. 1 ·
handbook.
"These peopl~ are at a major
threshold· hi their lives;" explains Bruce Ballenger, profes1'!-_;.. ~ .~

•
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....

so~ of English and a freshman
at Drake University in 197Q.
"They' re dealing with stuff from
the mundane to the profound.
From. trying to separate colors
in the laundry to decidiqg .wh~
. they're going to sleep with."
Ballenger, who admits to have .
been both victim and participant
. in the rituaHstic "bucket-ofwater-against-the-dormitory'..
door" prank during his -freshman year, remembers his first
semester as both scary and
serious in the wake of turbulence
at nearby Kent State.
"On the first day of classes
someone blew up the chemistry
building. I thought it was kind
of stupid." Ballenger believes
that a lot has changed. "Students
were consumed-by seriousness
about the state of the world. You
went to school to learn and avoid
, the draft." He adds wistfully that
he should have had more fun.
"It's not the advice I'd give
to my · students," Ballenger
warns. "They seem to be doing
pretty well in that department."
And partying is the one thing
. freshmen like to do, even more
than showing off their high
school yearbooks or discussing
the poor television reception
in their dorm ro~ms.
"A freshman wants to experience everything in a short ·a
time as possible,"· says · Bill
-Tollenger, a UNH graduate who
is not sure if he was ever a'
freshman.
"At a party; _freshmen are
walking around with a beer
saying 'Gee, this is great!' ·and
the party hasn't even star,ted
yet," explains Burgess. 1
"They either try ,and-do everything or do nothiog,'.' accord- ,.
ing to senior Joe Miller.

The Freshmen Festival featured In The Flesh and other local bands. (Eric Stites photo)

these freshmen -males. Giselle
The trend can be observed at Cheeseman, a junior., says she
every social g~thering: The guys sticks around only until the
scout out the best route to the "Where are you from?" line is
keg and jockey for position in spoken.
the beer line, while the ladies
It won't be long, though.
are usually content to huddle After a couple of semesters of
together around the perimeter fire alarms and dining hall ·
of the room in groups of not less delicacies to form the UNH
than five":
~mold, freshmen are se.t free,
. "I don't even talk to them;" entitled to deny the ye~r ever
·says senior Melissa Capen of existed in the tradition of count-,

less UNH students before them.
An article in the recent issue
of Playboy assures th~t freshmen will ,survive as long as they
remember the golden rule of
college: "Ask for mon·ey from
home before your first semester's grades are post~d.'-'
But in Durham, freshmen,
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NEWS IN. BRIEF
Pus~ for Solidarity
Leading intellectuals and artists called Sunday
for official recognition of the banned Solidarity
labor union as 'the most urgent condition' for the,
begining of a true dialogue between the Polish
leadership and the people.
A group of some 80 intellectuals crowdeq into
a smokey attic roorn in St. Brigida's Church at the
invitation of Solidarity leader Lech Walesa to discuss
the agenda for talks to be held by the Communist
Party and op.position groups on how to implement
_
economic and political reforms.
The recent gathering was the largest independent
meeting of intellectuals since May 1987 when 60
persons gathered, also at Walesa's invitati<>_n, and
adopted a similar resolution. In total,-106 persons
Solidarity leaders, were invited to the latest session.
Sunday's stat~ment protested the use of reprisals
against participants in.a recent 20-day wave of strikes
across Poland that were called off at Walesa's urging
when he won an agreement from the government
to di~~ss the possibility of reviving Solidarity on
cond1t1on th~t labor unrest ended.

_P rison pop.ulation up
The federal and state prison population grew
by 4 -percent in the first six months of 1988 to a
_record_ 604,824 inmates, with f~male p_risoners
, mcreasmg at a far higher rate than males, the Federal
Bureua of Justice ~tatistics satd.
The Justice Department agency said the six-month
increase of 23,240 prisoners would require adding
.
..
900 new prison beds every week.
Lawrence Greenfeld, bureau director of correc. tional s·tatistics, attributed the increase partly to
stricter parole supervision, with a higher number
of parole violators being returned to prison, and
a wider use of mandatory minumum sentences for
. repeat drug offenses and other serious crimes.
The largest percentage increases from Jan. 1
through June 30 occurred in Rhode Island, which
. reported 17.9 percent more -inmates; the District
of Columbia had 13.6 percent ,more, and New
H~mpshire, 12.8 perce~t, the bureau _said.
:
1

Be11tsen for death penalty
.

"'

,,,

The Democratic vice presidential candidate, Lloyd
Bentsen, said Sunday he favored the death penalty
for some narcotics kingpins, a stand which differs
' . from that of his presidentiaLrunning mate, Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis. ·
Men armed with guns and machetes :burst _into
Dukakis opposes capital punishment in all
the chutch of .a militant priest Sunday and killed
inst_ances·. _Republican presidential candidate George
at least three parishioners, wounded 60 and burned
Bush supports the death penalty for dtug dealers.
down the building, witnesses said.
In a CBS Television interview broadcast this .
· Police stood near the church but none came to
weekend, Bentsen-said: "I think we cap get in a
the rescue oriiookers said. Atter the attack, gangs ·
situation where deaths occur and those <;lrug czars
of men ro~med the streets and stoned the offices
are responsible, then I think the death penalty is of two -groups opposed to the military regime of
,.
applicable."
Lt. Gen. Henri N amphy. ·
He said the Reagan administration had a
The Rev. Jean-Bertrand Aristide, an outspoken
decentralized policy that left different officers and
opponent of the military government, had just begun
agencies ~:•fighting over turf" and failing to conduct
a 9 a.m. mass when the attack ensued.
an effective drive against narcotics.

Church attacked in tlait~

Man has heart attack
while learning CPR ·
. An elderly man who suffered a heart attack during
a CPR course ·was in stable condition Sunday at
Hartford Hospital officiafs safr1 Melvin Bishop,
74, of West Hartford, Conn. __--w as practicing
cardiopulmonary resuscitation_on a dummy Saturday
when his eyes roll~d up and he fell over, said Len
Heroux, his instructor in the emergency response
course. Bishop's doctor said the man could not have
been in a better. place when he suffered hi$ -heart
attack.

·New_rules at Plymouth
·
State
Rules requiring higher grades and restricting
parking are amoQg the initiatives Plymouth State
College and local officials hope will prevent a repeat
performance of student rowdiness that last year
.,
had the C?mmunity in an uproar.
. The changes, are a result of a rough fall semester
last year when rowdy student behavior angered
local merchants, landlords, residents and police.
AmQng the new rules is a requirement that
students keep their grade point average above 2.0
to remain in good standing. :Preyiously, averages
could go to 1.8 before a student was placed on
probation. Additionally, pa.rkin~ restrictions have
been adopted aimed at getting student cars .off of
lawns and sidewalks.
All Freshman will be required to take a course
addressing drug.and alcohol problems and landlord- ·
tenant rights.
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Fac ulty -fre shm en men tor' s
tar get stu den ts and staf f
_ randomly assigned about 13
freshmen.
on
babes
Young
.
Freshmen
John Richardson, an English
college campuses. Ready to be
is one of the volunprofessor,
deadGreeks,
into
molded
heads, intellectu als,Jife-lo ng . teer men.tors. He. said he bestudents, etc.· But for those lieves 'that the students "want
budding adults who are not sure to know that the.Fe is someone
what to do with themselves, the on faculty who is not an author- ·
Faculty-Fr eshman Mentor Pro- ity figure, who is a friend."
Asked why he agreed to
gram is hopefully their answer ..
e in the program
participat
dean
.
assistant
Len Lamberti,
of students and co-chairp erson Richardso n said, "I enjoy
of the Mentor program said the this ..,-,the one on one ... a:lways
program was started after the have.
Richardson said at the initial
retention committe e· recommended· odentation be stre.ng- - meeting with his group of ·
thened in order to increase the freshmen, 12 showed up which
he found encouragi ng. At the
rate of returning students.
· According to Lamberti, the meeting he went through a list
Faculty-F reshman Mentor pro- of freshmen success strategies
. gram is consider'ed the "center- and t~lked ·about the readings
piece"of Freshma.n .Days, .a new they vi<ei:'e sem over the summer.
He plans on meeting with
concept for Freshman .o rientaagain individual ly and
them
·
year.
tion started this
/ Faculty as mentors involves would l'ike to have them over
-a faculty or administr ative for dinner if ·possible,' said
member· who represents for the Richardson.
Freshman Tammy Schneidfreshmen "at least one person
they ·could talk to about w_h a- erman said she couldn't retever" said Lamberti. He ·added member her mentor's name but
the theme centers "around that "she had long brown hair
_with glasses" and. her mentor
~cademic expectations."
The faculty are volunteers , said, "well I know abqut as much
. approx-im ately 1~5, who are a~ you do(about the school.)"

By Marianne Moore

It happens that it was also ·her
first year at UNH.
Schneider man said she felt
the program was a good idea,
that it gave her "sense of
security" and despite her men- ·
·tor's naivite about UNH she was
.
still "gung-ho about it."
Freshman Heather Snow had
a little better luck rememberi ng
her faculty mentor. Snow
"tB.inks" his name is Robert
Henry and is from the engineer·
ing deptartmen t.
Snow said Henry offered
himself available to "talk an- ·
ytime with any problems." Snow
agreed with Schneider man in
that it was a good idea and
claimed it "made me feel better."
Although, theoretica lly the
Mentor program is for one The Freshmen Picnic tried to provide a down-hom e- feel as
semester, Lamberti said the well as so~e munchies. (Eric Stites photo)
"relation~hips could go beyond."
It is still too early to deter.·
mine whether or not the pro- ·
· .·
.
·
gram will be a success in aiding .
'
•
·
the freshmen class.
"lthought theywerer espon· ·
·
.
. .
sive," said Richardson, "wheth- ·
er they will continue to be
responsive I cannot predict."
\
· sustained."
By Richard D'Avolio
At the present time, the . ·
The Universit y of New
'
Hampshir e has been awarded colleges of Health ·studies and
· a $25,050 grant to improve Life Science and Agriculture are
student writing with a program only offering these workshops.
"We may branch off from
designed to work directly with
professors in a series of work- these (present workshop s),"
shops with inst11,1ctors from the ·· said Newkirk.
Within the workshops , proUniversity.
The "writing- across-th e- fessors look at student assigncurrieulum " program designed ments to see if they understand
screamed and sung theit' cheers by Thomas Newkirk, associate . what is expected of t,~ em, ~aid
' to the counselors' satisfaction.
professor ofEnglish and con- ~ewkirk.- They also discus~ ·
Susan Hasson, a sophomor e sultant Elizabeth Chisier Strait- different ways in which students
wbo attended freshman camp er was chosen by an advisory can deal with writing assignsaid that it was freezing a lot panel of N .H. educators.
men ts.
Newkirk said another idea is
' of the time, especially waiting
The grants were funded by
outside the dining hall. But in the New Hainpshir e State Le- having students pass their writ~
a way it was good, she said,
gislatu,re in support of the ings in different stages, as
because "it made you psyched Universit y System of New opposed to writing the paper
,all at once and passing it in on
for it. Everyone looked kind of Hampshire .
· ':"
·stupid so you didn't care.
According to Newkirk, their ··a certain due date. .
.
·having
is
possibility
a
was
Another
it
that
said
eleven
Hasson
project was one of the
definite advantage to take part · selected out of 41 proposals students write informal sum.;.
in Freshnan Camp. "It made submitted by the. faculty and maries after a lecture to improve
coming to school a lot easier.>'
staff of UNH, Keene and Ply- their writing skills and compre- .
hension of the material dicussed,
"Coming out of it,'' said mouth State Colleges. . . . ,
Valorose, "the freshmen are
The program, which began said Newkirk.
Newkirk added that these
very outgoing and gung-ho last year, should be more deveabout UNH."
loped with the newly acquired workshop s are designed to
Even if ·someone didn't really grant. Newkirk said he hopes improve the talent of writing
get into it, he said, they ·would this year the workshops will be, to students in every college.
still know some ' penple and "a little. more focused and
recognize faces, he added.

wrt•t•)fig program

t
rec e·1ves sta te gran

Fre shm an Cam p pro mo tes
UN H spirit and div ers ity
,
By Kellie Wardman
tranthe
In order to survive
sition to college, freshmen lean
on older brothers and sisters,
orientatio n and phone calls
home to Mom. But here at
UNH, Freshman Camp offers
Accordin g to
- somethin g
Freshman Camp Officer Executive Michael Valorose Freshmen Camp, located on Lake
_O ssipee', is the second oldest
organizatio n at UNH, existing
since 1932. Each year, al>out 300
'i ncoming freshmen attend for
three nights and four days
before the fall semester begins.
"It's not like Orientatio n,"
said counselor Kristine Bordan:
"It's not as rigid and cqnfined.
It is so free:--you can go to
whatever activities you want."
Valoro~e attended Camp for
four years, the last three as a
_
counselor.
. "My mother signed me up,"
he said, "And I was like 'oh
great'. I thought we'd be making
God's eyes, -sitting around the
. campfire."
"Most of the counselors went
as freshmen ," said Valorose:
'_'We had such a great time that
we wanted to contribute to it."
Bordan said the counselor s
are a diverse group of people.
Bordari loves being one of the
"crazy, kooky, counselors."
Applicatio ns for counselors
are available in November , and
interviews also take place in the
fall.
''They pick you for different
' reasons," Bordan said. "They
want you to be yourself." She
added that the freshmen are all
different, so it is important that
- there -is someone at Camp that
each freshman can relate to.
Valorose said there are. "goget-um counselor s, and also
thoughtfu l ones, so there is
always someone to talk to."

According - to Bord-an, t.he
counselors have many ways of
accomplis hing their goals and
having a good time. "We want
to show (the freshmen) what
they are in for," said Bordan.
One way they do this, is by
doing skits about what college
·
life is like.
"All the skits .and stories had
a purpose," said Erin Potter,
who attended as a freshman.
The skits ranged in theme from
"Leaving Home," to "The' Pursuit of Excellence." The stories
the counselor s told were also
based on facing difficultie s,
surviving, ,and coming through
·
a stronger person.
During camp there are special
days, for example Sports Day,
when different groups compete
in a Wacky Olympics.
"Ther.e was always a volleyball net up and swimming," said ·
Potter. "There was always something to do."
The camp also sponsored a
Faculty Day, when faculty came
up and talked about the different
departmen ts. President Gordon
Haaland: Student Body President Wendy Hammond and .·
Vice President Michael Rose
also came to speak about the·
transition into college.
V alorose said the ratio of
counselors to students is about
three to one, so djscussion
groups are small and spirits
.
high.
"They really make you feel
like part of·UNH," said Potter,
. "by answering questions." Each
group really gets ·to know each
other and we could ask about
anything, she added.
According to Potter the counselors teach cheers to the freshmen during the, bus ride to the
camp. From that time on, the
freshmen are not allowed to go
inside to eat until they have,

II

Savoy Truffle entertaine d the troops from·the Admissio ns building last week. (photo
Eric Stites)
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Are you plan~ing to vote this November, and if so are ·· you
registered yet? ·

-·
"Yes, I'm planning to vote. I
· feel it's very important that we
utilize our priviledge as Americans."

."I'm planning to vute by absentee ballot. I'm registered in my
hometown of Holliston, Ma."·

Ian Ide

Elizabeth Martineau

Sophomore ·

David Gieene

Junior ·

Psychology··

Sophomore

English/Political Science

"Yes, I'm a ngisln'ed Democrat
. in Kentucky and I uiill vote for
my party, because/the Republicans haven't impressed me at
all:"

"Yes, and Yes."

Kristin Sousa
Sophomore
Undeclared ·
Mechanical Engineer .
)

,I

'

.,
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· Pistachio's stays, expands

TUESDAY, SEPTEMB~R 13

By Ishi Niyama Burdett

ROSH HASHANAH-

-

LAST DAY FOR GRADUATE STUD'i~NTS TO WITHORAW AND QUALIFY FOR 3/ 4 ,TUITION REFUND .

_ To all you ice cream lovers
.·out there, Pistachio's is moving
up to bigger and better things
with new products. for sale this
year including frozen yogurt,
ice cream cookies, hot fudge
brownie sundaes, Soho Soda, .
an_d freshly popped' p9pcorn.

MUB MINI COURSE-REGISTRATION:..:_ Room 126, MUB,
·9 a.m.- .floon, and 1_-4 p.m.
IFC OPEN R_U SH~ Campus Fraternities, 8-10 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14

' Prices at Pistachio's have
risen.slightly, including a 15 ·
cent rate bike for the popular ·
s1uau ice cream cone.
Assistant Director of MUB
Food and Beverage Polly House, - however, claims that now their
customers will get a "proper
portion for a proper price":
Last year's proposal to move
the establishment to the MUB Pistachios hasn't moved (photo by Bryan Lyons)
-Pub will not go. into effect.
House said the ch:anges this RA meetings with ice cream· and don't know it (Pistachio's) is
.s emester consist of new pro- pizza, and flyers io advertise even there," said House.
ducts, price changes and new around campus. In the winter
House said she wants to bring
advertising campaigns.
·
this year Pistachio's would like Pistachio's to the attention of
According to House, recently to have a happy hour where one the freshmen, "o·nce you catch
hired manager Sally Doerrler 1 may buy a small ice cream cone the freshmen you've got them
and assistant manager Alan for sixty cents instead of for a few years."
· ·
Prenti~e are participants in seventy-five. .
They no longer serve the
Pistachio's new internship pro-: · For the past two years bus- medium sized ice cream, but
gram.
iness at Pistachio',s had been House said, enthusiastically,
According to Doerrler, ~ar- going downhill resufting in "they know that if they're going
keting possibilities for the several new marketing strate- to order ·a large ice cream cone
freshmen include s,p ecial cou- gies which are still in the they're going to get a LARGE
. pons, delivery service packages planning stage. "Not everyone ice cream cone."
with Pistachio's ~oodies inside. com~s to the secon'd floor... thev

MUB MINI-COURSE REGISTRATION- Room 126, MUB,
_ ,
.
, 9 a.m.-noon, and t-4 p.m.
IFC OPEN RU~_H ~ Campus Fraternities, 8-10 p.m.
THURSDAY, SEPTE~BER 15

MUB MINI COURSE REGISTRATION- Room 126, MUB~
9 a.m.-noon, and 1-4 p.m. ·
- .
STUDENT ACTIVITIES FAIR--Learn about the 110 clubs
and organizations on -campus and what is available for you
to join.-Free Prizes. 'rhompsonHall Lawn, 1~:30 - 2' p.m.
.

.

PSYCHOLOGY .COLLOQUIUM- Kathleen McCartney,
"Growing V_p and Growing Apart: A Development MetaAnalysis of Twin Studies." Room 101/102 Conant 4-5 p.m.
,

I

MUSO FILM- "Someone to Watch Over.Me." Strafford Room,
MUB, 7 and ,9:30 p.m. Students $1, general $2.
· FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16

LAST DAY TO DROP COURSE~HANGE TO AUDIT,
WITHOUT $25 PER COURSE LA 1.r. FEE.
LAST DAY TO FILE AN INTENT TO GRADUATE FORM
FOR DEC. 1988 GRAD- UATION WITHOUT LATE FEE.
,-

_I

I

'LAST D.t\Y TO ADD COURSES WITHOUT DEAN'S
-APPROVA~ AND WITHOUT $25 LATE FEE.
LAST DA y 'TO CHOOSE p AssiFAIL (UN,DERGRAD),
CREDIT/FAIL ~GRADS).
.
.
WOMEN'S TENNIS~ vs. Maine, Field House, 3 p.m.
NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR- "The End of Isolation:
Truman and United States Foreign Policy." Robert H. Ferrell,
Indiana University. Alumni Center, 4 p.m.
.
. ·, _
CALENDAR INFORMA HON MU-ST BE SUBMITTED TO ";
.THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 7i2,2 , MUB. ·
(Obsezye d~adFnes ~n proper forms) . ..· •." _,
" ' . - . "1 ._
Tbe New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-weekly
throughout the academic.year. Our offices are located1in Room 151 ·of the Memorial
Uriion Building , UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Business Ofice hours: Mond~y'.
.f'.riday 10am-3pm . Academic year subscription: $24:00. Thirci class postage
paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertis_e rs should check their ads the_first day.' :~ ~
The New Hampshire wiHin no case be responsible for typographical-or other ~
trrors, but will reprint that part of an advertisment in which a typographical
- · error appears, if notified immediately,. POSTMASTER: send address changes _
to The-New Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH,-Durham, NH 03824. 8,000 copies printed
. ~per issue by Journal Tribun~, Biddeford Maine.

Pleasant ~eather has encouraged outdoor congregations. (Erk Stites photo)

,.-

Pregnant?
Need -Help?

Seacoas-i:
Crisis Pregnancy Center
FREE_ 01,. l \~~Yl!:'~:~'-i'T l:\L
•
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•

1
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************************
/ Apply No~ To Compete In The 1989' *

!

MISS NEW HAMPSHIRE - !
U.S.A. PAGEANT .

i,

i

!
*

!
·*
*
*

No Performing
Talent Required .

*

l} · _ /

.

WHY NOT GO FOT IT??? ApplyJG compete for . l}

the Title of MISS NEW-HAMPSHIRE-U.SA our ......_
~! ,
Tl;
representative to the prestigious MISS U.S,A: ~
l} , ·. , ..,. ,, ~ \ ;
PAGEANT; to be nationally televised on CBS in l}
Diane Wright
February 1989: Over $200,000 in prizes await
l} 1988 Miss ~ew Hamps~tre~U.S.A,' t,~e nahonal_ winner. . _ . .
l:}
Our 1989 State Pageant will be held tn No\lember, 1988. To qualify you must be single, · ......_
lt between 17 a111d 24 as of Feb,uary 1, 1989, and at least six months resident of this "'f"
State • thus, college dorm Sl!Jdents are eligible. ·So for some fo1n , excitement and l}
lt glamour, phone (617) 266--3~80 or 266-0166 or w!ite to:
.· ~ . ·
......_J;L"·
::,,:,,'_ · · ---·J
. . ·
~:

,

''

*

*
* MISS NEW HAMPSHIRE-U.S.A..PAGEANT HEADQRTS~, Dept.-MU

* · _ 222 Newbury Street, 2nd Floor, Boston, MA ·02116
.,,t

~

-

.

Your letter MUST include.a recent ana_pshot, brief blog~~ and PMONE NUMBER-;- _

FINAL DEADLINE IS SEPTEMBER -20, 1-988

*
*,

l}
...t_

~

***********************

More,-Than
Copies
~

Floppy Disks
• FAX Setvice
• Resumes • Collating & Binding

• Laser Typesetting
-~ Instant Passport Photos
. • Stationery &
Offfce Supplies

kinko•s·

the copy cellter
51 Main ~St'reet, .. Durham ·

868-6322
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OTICES
~"ICHE C~FFEEHOUSE ~EETIN G: Organiza~mnal mee~mg for students mterested in performmg, bu4getmg, marketing, contracting and working
, - coffeehouses Tuesday, September,, 13, The Niche,
Basement of Devine Hall, 3-4 p;m.

ACADEMIC

UNDER GRADU ATE RESEARCH AWARDS
INFORM ATION MEETING: ·For students who
plan to pursue a research ·project as part of their
academic work. Informa tion on undergr aduate
research Opportunities Program and applying for
UROP Research Awards. Tuesday, September 13
·
Room 206. Hamilton Smith 7 p.m. .
GENERAL

U~H JUGGLING CLUB ¥EETIN G: Open jugNo
~ling_ for everyone for beginne r to expert.'
experience needed to have fun. Wednesdays, MUB, .
(check at Info Center for _time and room)

ACADEMIC AIDE JOB AVAILABLE: The ACCESS
Office needs,_academic aides for the Fall and Spring
semesters. Hours are flexible. CaH 862-2607, or
stop by Room 200, MUB, Mon. - Fri. 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.

ENGLISH HONORS INFORMATIONAL MEET~NG: English honors majors and students interested
10 the honors major are invited. Thursda y,
September 22, Room 126, Hamilto n Smith 1 to
'
2p.m.

.,I

UNIVER SITY COMPU TING

OPENING NHOC TRIP: Enjoy a UNH bus trip
to NHOC's cabin in Franconia-Notch. N.H. Spend
the ~eekend of Septemb er 16-18 hiking or just
hang,ng out near the Old Man of the Mountains.
Sign up in Room129, MUB, Cost of $5 to $10.
·
Anyone welcome.
T.G.I.F. PIZZA LUNCH: Join other non-traditional
st_udents for_pizza every Friday. Our first T.G.I.F.
pizza lune~ is on 9/16. We'll be offering a special;
buy_one slice. and get one free. Beverages will be
available. Friday Septmeber 16 and every Friday
thereafter. Non-Traditional student center in Pettee
House. 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
REGISTRATION FOR STUDENT .dRGANIZATIONS: All student groups must register with the
Student Activities Pr'o grammin g Office, Room
126, ~UB before Septem~ er _30 to be officially
recogriized as a UNH orgamzation. Monday-Friday
8 _a.m.· to 4:30 p.m.
MEETINGS

HOMECOMING PLANNING MEETINGS: Open
to anyone who is intereste d in planning Homecpming week for October 17-22, Tuesdays, Rockingham Room, MUB, 12:45 to 1:45 p.m.

No!-1-credit courses are free ov charge. Register
onlme on the VAX?VMS systems by entering the
command "Training" at the VMS Hilbert prompt
($). CUFS users should tab down to OtherServices
on the menu and type "Trainin g". Call 3667 to
regis_ter if you do not hav~ access to the above.
All classe·s areheld in Hamilto n Smith Room 7
'
, unless otJ:ierwise indicated.
USINq MAGNETIC TAPES ON HILBERT:
Course mtroduces magnetic tape usage and describes
th!! procedures n~~ded to use magnetic tapes on
Hilbert. Prerequisite: VAX/VM S or. equivalent
experience. Wednesday, Septemb er 21, noon 'to
1:30 p.m.
VMS MAIL: An introduc tion to the MAIL and
~HON~ facilities of VMS to help users communicate with other users on the system. Prerequisite:
VAX/V MS or equivale nt experien ce. Monday,
September 19, from 1 to 3 p.m.
MACWRITE: An intorduction of MacWrite a wordpr<?c.essing pa<:k:i,ge for the Apple Ma~intosh.
Edmng,. f?rmatt~ng, and printing are discussed.
Prerequ mte: Usmg the Macintosh. Friday, September 23, from 9 a.m. to noon.

RESUMES.
Electronici;IIIY Type d .
$18.5 0 includes · .\
Typing, Selection of Paper and Envelopes

.

.

Plus·

~5 copies * 25 envelo ~s * 25 exfra sh,eets of paper _

I

Cha-ng_es_yasily made with our One Year memory storage

· Open Monday - Friday 8:30-5:30

Du rh am ·.Co py

t

Gr eek wo me n be gin
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:MacNeill. Friendsh ip, involvein campus activities, learnFriday night 350 women met ment
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when
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By Sarah Minnoch

Jenki ns Cour t ·• Durh am, N.H. • 868- 703t

ST RA P'F OB D PL AC E STU DIO ROO MS FOR REN T
NEWLY RENOVATED AND FURNISHED
Call 868-2 192 or 868~2 065 for
infor matio n. _ Only a few rooms
left_

10-14 Strafford Avenu e, Durham , New Hamps hire 03824

Greek sororities prepare for the newest batch' of rushees.
DeK.oning photo)
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Senior Eriglish major James about the candidates ·and their
Liddell said,,''It's a lot of money, particular qualifications for the
.
but I'd feel lucky not to be going presidency. .
Skidmore and McCabe both
·
to jail.""I think this campus is becom- rated political interest on caming a fascist regime," said senior pus as low but rising. McCabe
Linguistics major .M arla Hof- cited most interest being gener· ated by freshmen. Students are
.
. \
fman._ · ·
Jumor English MaJo; F..Mac- showing concern but aren't
Neil Hoyt said, '_'I don't th.ink taking an active role in the
you can say the law is discrim- campaigns, Skidmore and
i-riating from a legal standpoint McCabe agreed.
Skidmore urges students to
· yet. There's defin,itely a prejinto the substantial quallook
involved.''
udice
ifications and handling of issues
such- as leadership ability and
new innovative .answers to old
questions rather tha~ stagnate
on one stand one candidate has
·taken on one issue.
If you want
· Student leadert will continue
to help
to work into November and
beyond for the student communthe flood victims
ity hoping to create an aware· of Bangladesh ' ness ~hich 'Yillproduce activity.

please send
donations to ·
on of the
'following
-organizations:
CARE,
Ba.ngladesh Flood
· Relief,_
600 First Ave.
New York
New York L ..

is accepting infercoUege transfer applications
between Septe~!:>er 19 and September 23rd.

lnformatfo n and applicatio ns are available
· at the group meetings scheduled : ·
Monday, September 19, 8:30-9:00 a.m. (McC 306)
· Tuesday, Septernb~r 20, 3:30-4:00 p.m. (McC 310)
Wednesday, September 21, 8:30-9:00 a.m. (McC 306)
Thursday,.Sept ember 22, 1:00-1:30-p,.m. (McC 212) ·
Friday, September 23, 8:30-9:00 a.m. (McC 30p)
Students must go to one of these meetings in order to get
862-3885
their application form.

CW~

\)~,TUii

~ 7flcff!~

wa11t
,,1adon't
lot of hype.
ljustwant

something I
can count on.,,

or
Un#ed Nations
for 8angladesh
821 United Nations
. Plaza, 8th Floor,
. New York
New York ·
or ·
American National
Red Cross,
Bangladesh Relief,
-P;O. Box 37243
Washington,- D.C..
20013 ,

Your contribution
will
·help in the struggle to_
save millions of people
from starvation,
malnutrition and
_ epit/,emics.
Thank'you

Some long distance
companies promise )·ou
the moon, but \\i1at H)ll
really want is T.iependahle.
_high-quality service. That ·s
just what you'll get "'i1en
you choose AT&T Long
Distance Service. at a nN
that's a Iot less than rnu
think You can expe<:t hx
- long distance rates. 2+hom
operator assistJnce. clear
connections and immediate
credit for wrong numbers.
And the assurance that
virtuallv all of rnur calls will
go thro1.1gh the tir~t time.
That's the genius of the
AT&T \XbdCT\-vide Intelligent
Network
-\X.Then it's time ru
c;:hoose, forget the gimmicks
and make the intelligent
choice-AT&l
If voud like to knuw
more about our products or
serYices. like International
Calling and the AT&f Card.
call us at 1 800 Z:22-0:300.

--

-AT&T
-

The right choice. ,

,

\

'/
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---...------SENATE------<continue d from page 1)

Dan DiBiasio , Greg Sanborn facility in the MUB basemen t.
and Bob Barry to come and The nublic telivision station has
agree~ t0 come down and help
address the fee."
The motion to vote for dis- clean up. Rose said, "Channe l
, approval was halted however 11 was embaras sed over the
·when student Jay Gould suggest- "recent issue of The New Hdmped rhat the bill should be tabled shire which featured their old
until the Senate is better in- - studios."
Hammon d added,"T he sta· formed about the-subject matter.
He reasoned, "We need more tion has already sent someone
informati on about the-bill from down to look at themess but
the financial responsib ility for
the administration."
Another area the Senate dis- the clean ur, has not yet been
_cussed was the old Channel 11 determined. '

....... ... ~ ....... ...... ~.·~················~···

* * * * *

······· ······· ······· ······~.
.~···················
:
RO YA L
•

*
*
*

*
*
*
*

WRITE

Mike Rose also formally apologized to the Senate members
for driving while intoxicat ed
on August 28. He said, "I made
an indiscretion, I'm sorry."
There was also a bill introduced that calls for the addition
of two greek senato~i al positions. This bill was later tabled
as Hammon d explaine d, "All
Student Senate bylaw changes
must be tabled for a week."

* I•

•

'

TE ES ,
* I••
INC
PERSONAL * :
•
(Formerly Fit To A Tee)
* ,.•••
- TODAY! * ••• Let us outfit your team, organization, frat or sorority!
Ave.
* •••••
.....• •
•
*
A

•

custom imprinte d t:shii1s

* * *
* * * * *

--

155 Portland
Dover-749-6465

_

. call your Durham rep TODAY
·
Paul 868-6352

•
.~·····
··~···········••·••·········••,•··········
•

.

······· ······· ···-·· ······· ······· ······· ·······
•+

H

.No n-t rad Stu den t·
Ce nte r off ers ·aid ,_

....

4¥

4¥

....
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The center contains a study
By Ellen Harris
If you are a part of the 'non- lounge where students can relax,
tradition al' student populatio n drink coffee and take advantage
at UNI-I, you may have prob- of the services provided. There
lems anq questions unlike those is even an 'informat ion referral
of the average 'right-out-of-high service' with class and teacher
and
school' crowd. The Non- evaluatio ns, term paper
helpother
and
formats,
resume
traditfon al Student Center, located in Petree House ort Gar- ful information.
"We have tons of informati on
rison Avenue, is a resource that
the
can provide many of the here, but if, we can't help
direq
always
can
.we
student,
answers .
The Non-trad itional Student them to someone who can help,"
Center was started several years Coffey claimed.
"This year we are trying to
ago. The center's aim is to
the communi ty involved in
get
for
arters"
"headqu
a
provide
. organiza tion through a
our
students who are older (24 and
ity outreach pr,o gram.
commun
have
who
students
up) and
the communi ty to be
want
We
many outside commitm ents like
the ,
full-time jobs and families . aware and concerne d with
nonto
e
.availabl
services
Transfer students are another
group that the NTSC aims to traditional students."
Non-trad itional students are
.
help.
The center offers help in not the only ones who can take
ref-.
arrangin g class schedules, get- advantag e of the Center~s
ps.
ting needed classes and finding er.ral services and works.ho to
welcome
are
students
All
financial aid.
or
"We have many informal participa te in any program
offered.
service
,
.
and
personal
workshop s--both
On Fridays from 11:30-1:30
academi c--that help students
is a pizza lurich at Pettee
there
lives
their
balance
to
learn how
There will be an Open
House.
inside and outside ·the classand 28
room," NTSC Coordinator De- House on Septembe r 27 p.m. to
4:30
to
a.m.
8:30
from
nise Coffey explained.
"We pull in many members just "come in and check us out,
of the campus commun ity to see what's here."
"We are looking forwarci-to
help with worksh ops-large numbers of nonseeing
CounTASK,
organizations like
year;
seling and Testing, and Health tradition alstuden ts this
them,'
offer
to
lot
a
have
we
proin
helpful
all
Services are
Coffey claimed.
viding information."
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AT TE NT IO N MOM AN D DA D!
Subscribing to THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
can kee p you in touch despite the mil es!
Cov erin g the lates t U nive rsi_ty news, arts, _a nd spor ting
events, the awa rd win ning new spap er can be deli vere d
tO your doo r step twic e a week!!

Sub scr ibe No w!!

ON LY $25 .00 yea r
$13 . 00 ·sem este r

r-----------Jo:-~-----------------------------,l

I
I1I

:I

Mail-subscription

TNB
MUB, Room 108
Durh~m , NH 03824

_

---------------____ ____.....; ___ ___ ___ _
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_
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Checks may be made payable to
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-FRESHMEN<continued from page 2)

just be concerned ~ith .not
losing your outkey and learning
how to order a Big Guy and some
of those neat-o french fries with
the cheese on top.
And remember, a good short
cut to Dimond Library is to go
out past the .Field House and
straight into College Woods ....

•

· Rubes® -

1

By Leigh· Rubin

__,.._._ _ _ _, _ , _

oung s es a
. Coffee ·Shop,
Inc.
· Breakfast
2 Eggs any style served w/ Virginia ham,
·
home fries, toast, & coffee $3.30

/

you ate ready for

The New
Hampshire!!!

. Eastern or Western Sandwich, served on a·
sesame se~d h•n w/~hoice of home'1lfl(ie rnflfJ
or fremh fries $2.30

Dinner
fru,d chicken c.tlet dinner w/ tossed s"'4d, mashed potaio & roU $3.60

48 · . .. .. . t
Durham,1'itl

!

l

When trees have nightmares .
. l

AIOI
.Freshn1an Orientation

•:=:-.-❖.·,:.:,

••

Nothing could have prepared me
fix thefirs_t tcw moments with my ·
roommate. ~½niquc,:_nothing more,
just '½nique,:_was her name. Change
thc''P( t<? .1 "U,,and you,vc got a
.
dcscnptton.
\\'hen they asked what type of .
room mare I wanted, I didn,t know that
I needed to be.more specific than nonsm<)kcr. I cou Id swear I saw a picture
of Anique on a postcard I got from
London. Within five minutes, I found
, Out that she was an-Art History student,..- into the Psvchcdclic furs, and
totally~ totally against the domcsti- - cation of animals.
I _was just about ready to put in
for a room transfer when she
reached into her leather
hackpack 1 pu lied out a
can of Suisse Mocha and
offered me a cup. Okay., I
decided IU keep an open n1ind.
As we sipped our cups, I
found out that Aniquc and I share
the same fondness fi:)r C.uy'·Grant
movies, the .same disdain for.wine ·
_coolers., and the same ex-boyfriend .
.That g;a\;e us plenty to talk about .

/

. ..~

General Foods' InternationalCoffees.
Shflrethe feeling.

Qj
GENERAL
FOODS

tn 1')8'1<,cm·ral l'ood~C:orp.

\
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Ed uca tio n .wit h ent ert a_inm ent
ogy, and Nursipg , she said.
Masters degrees can be obtained
By Jill Van Lokeren
Did you _ever wan.t to take a in Public Adminis tration and
fun course like interior design, Library Informat ion Studies, she
.
paralega l studies, or graphic added.
other
and
these
said
She
C:onof
design? The Division
tinuing Education offers umque degrees take from four to eight
·
classes such as these to tradi- years to complete.
There are 100-150 non-credit
tional and non-tradi tional stucourses and workshop s offered
dents.
The Division of Continui ng for non-tradi tional students as
Educatio n (DCE) offers many - well as University students, she
services that most people aren't said. These range from real
even aware of, accordin g to estate and updating professional
Linda Conti, assistant director skills to persona l interest
courses such as music and art.
for marketin g and promotio n.
the
Local businesses can "sharpen
within
office
an
"It's
. Universi ty that serves the ~d- up their skills and training
ucational needs of adults in the program s to keep them up to
date with the latest technolo community," said Conti.
. For adults who wish to take gies," said Conti.
Certificates are offered in the
credit courses-in the University
on a part-time , day, ·or evening non-cred it area, she said. For
basis, academi c departm ents example , certifica tes can be
have a set number of spaces for earned in construction manage-men t, graphic arts, paralega l
DCE students, said Conti.
A wide number of classes can studies, interior design: and real
be taken for Bachelor degrees estate appraisa l. These are
Psycho!- designed tQ be complet ed i~
in Medical Technology,
-·

SEPTEMBER 13-19
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MUB PUB HOURS

f

_7:30am· to 3pm Monday - Thursday
7:30am to 2:30pm Friday

Night grill.Hours
3pm to 9:30pm Monday - Thursday
SORRY - No night grill on Friday
PISTACHIO'S
11:00am to 11:00pm Monday - Friday
3:00pm to 9:00pm Saturday and Sunday

..,

under three years.
The adult student u-sually
qmges from 30 to 40.,years old ·
and participa te in the DCE
program for a variety of reasons,
. said Conti, Some are college
.d ropouts who decide to return
to examine their interests before
committ ing to a degree program, she said.
. _If one changes a_career choice,
DCE can be helpful in brushing
up in professi onal skills and
learning new ones, accordin g
to Conti. For hobbyist s and
those interested in learning, the
personal interest courses such
as music an_d .art are beneficial,
- she said.
"DCE serves a really needed
portion of the populati on," ·
Conti stresses, ''.we try to provide a similar opportun ity for
adults that younger students _/
·
have."
DCE is located in Brook
House across from Stoke Hall.

..

STUDENT SPECIA.L

NIGHT GRILL SPECIALS
Monday- UNH ·Holiday
Tuesday- Grilled Cheese and Ham Sandwich
Wednesday- BLT
Thursday- slice o' Cheese Pizza and 12oz. soda

OIL & FILTER CHANGES
,

Only $1.25! Stop by for some great MUB footi!

-Lubeif
. necessa ry
-

What a bargain!

Fluids

$ 19 -w,s
95
t~de nt
.

Tire Pressure
-up to--5qts Oil

.GOODIE PACKAG ES

\

REG PRICE $22.95

ID

D.URHAM MO-BIL

Need a birthday cake for a buddy? We have delicious cakes
_ for only $\2,00. But wait, there's more ...
B_alloons, cookies, browni~s, and lots more!

FILTERS

Call 862-2046, ask for Roland or Joe fo_r more details.

2 MAIN ST
868-2331

*o
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Unde rgrad
R esear ch
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JU DO CLUB
>

anno

UROP Resea rch
·~if.ff;,,:

Are )'OU planning to/pursue

..
I1

*a:n independent study?
*a senior thesis?
*a research :project under a
· faculty member' s supervision?

Then you,may' be eligible for a UROP Research Award

_,

II
ti~

~~r

These awards cover expenses related to
research activities

a:::~:o,

:~~o~~:~~~~9P:

how to -ly

Tuesda y, Septem ber 13, _7:00 p.m.
Hamilto n Smith, Room·· 206: ,_

-

I

'
I
t:,

1··"

;~,;

II

B

I

.1I·
I
%

Additi~nal informaiton_ and ~pplicati~n forms may also b~ obtained
the Honors Program Off,ce, Diamond Library, Room 303A, 862-392 8~-,
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Ch,I, tllffts MOtUla:, a,u.l Wedtmda:, •igbts, 6:30-8:00,
Wnstli•g Room. New me,,,bers are always wekot1UJ.
Ho,ue
;,. tb Field
Open to all UNH slllik.nts, staff, mul /aqdty.

Tbe UNl;l ]lido

l'be Fall organizati on meeting will be held T11esd~:y, September -13,
al 6:00 PM in the Notcb Room al tbe MUB. Pramce begins Wed"'1Stlay,.
September 14
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Oyster River Seafood Under ri,ew management
Same great food,
withafew
creative additions to
our menu .

MUB · . ;:;-~:-~::Ml.n1·
·... :":.,,

-

'

Courses ~
.Fall 1988

1

. l

Come check us out!
hours 11-8 seven days a week .

--...................
....... ...

Soft Aerobics* Ballroom Dancing
Basic Life S_u pport CPR* Blues Harmonica
Drawing on the Right Side of the _Brain
Introduction to Conversational French
Introduction t o Conversational German
Hiking in New Hampshire
Massage* Self Defehse * Sign Language * Yoga

,.

I

I

Registration
Tuesday, Wednesday & Thurs~ay
September 13, 14 & 15
9 am-12 noon & 1--A pm
Student Activities Progr~mming Office
_Room 126
Memorial Union Building (MUB)
- Fee due at registration
For more· informati9n call 862-1001 '

(

h

1,
11
1,

ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1989. ·
The Air Force has .a special program for 1989 BSNs. If selected,
-·
you can enter active duty soofl
after grad·uation-without waiting
for the results of your State Boards.
To qualify, you must have an overall
2.75 GPA. After commissioning, -you'll attend a five-month-internship at a major Air Force medical
facility lrs an excellent way to prepare for the'wi_de range of experiences you'll have serving your
country as an Air Force nurse officer. Fqr more inforr:nation, call

-

TSGT AL BAILEY
- 603-433-1 ·8 86/7 COLLECT
\

-

=-~-=----:~
-----......
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.,

~

~s:

(

~ ~~

-
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DllllOIMS
-MUSO is ·now offering beginning bla(k & white classes and dar~room use.
.. Starting Sept. 20 cla~seS available
Tues. or Thurs. . nights from 7:30 to 10:00 for $45/semester.
I
'

.

Darkroom use· is also available/or $35/semester.

Ill prices -iaclatle lne'dl,alisttJ 11 !
-

Sign up inMUB rm. 148 or call 862-1~5

I'
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Editorial
)

.

'

Getti ng an even break
At 12 noon o,p any given weekday you
will find the Memorial U nion1Building
(MUB), patron homebase to over half of
the campus population, swarming with
hungry students and professors. Mostly
all vying for lunch, they will face the real
battle when they search for a place to sit.
Looking like zombies, they will wander
sluggishly up and down the isle with a dim
glaze over their eyes trying to focus on
someone, anyone, who may possibly be
leaving their seat. Of course, the chance
of that happening is an obscure one. Like
the rat race for parking or classes or housing;
so goes the M:t.JB rat race. But maybe, just
maybe, _there is ~ome hope for the MUB
rat.
Since Channel 11 is out of the MUB
· basement, a list of recommendation s for
the use of that space is being compiled by
the MUB Board of Governors. Very soon
this list will be in_the hands of University
President Gordon Haaland - and so will
the final decision.
· It is no big secret that the -MUB is
overc~owded._ Competition for seats and

JOANNE MARINO, Editor-in-Chief

us.

·

You hear the Democrats say they
a're for the people, yet they have
burdened familie,s, farmers, businesses and manufacturers with
heavy taxes, horrendous debt, a ;
1200-agency bureaucracy, regulation upon regulation, four big wars,
and have provided no reserve for
rainy days. Would wet.h e people
have voted for all that deficit
spending and bureaucracy? Is that
what men fought and died for on
battlefields?
Our founding fathers would sadly
say, "We made Congress your
servant, but the Democrat~ h,ve
made it your master~•;
The time has come to write
members of Congress: "Cut spenddepartments/balance the
ing in
budget, make 2 % yearly payments
· on debt, pay it in 50 years, and stop
·
bankrupting the nation."
With our votes in November, we
the people can help end deficit
spending, save our Republic, and
save our, precious God-given freedom for.ourselves, our children,
.
and our grandchildren;
· Yours resp,ectfullJ,
·
Harold· Lindemann ,I
,

all.

ROBERT C. DURLI NG, Managing Editor KRISTIANNE SUDOL, Managing Ed itor
PAMELA DEKONI NG, News Editor
SUSAN FLYNN, News Editor
MICHAEL C. STINSON, Sports Editor
RICHARD D'AVOLIO, Sports Editor
.
ERIC STITES, Photo Ed itor
SHARON DONOVAN, Photo Editor
ELI ZABETH J. MORAHAN, Arts Editor
ROBERTA RUSSO, Forum ~ditor
,
SCOTT MILLER, Business Manager
DEB MACNEILL, Advertising Manager

·Send · ~Letters to the
Editor to:

Advertlllng Auoclates
Debbie Donohoe
Parke Madden
Sarah Minnoch
Aat BUllneu Mgr.
Linda Rodgers
Cln:ulatlon Mgr.,
Steve Greason
Aat Clrculallon Mgr.
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· Lisa Hamel
Patricia Trebotte

The Na, Hampshire
Room 151
MUB
1

Graphic Aalltenll
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Harper Ingram
Lida Ka1Jan
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\ Tucker -Sheffer
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News Brief Edttor
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The ~ - Hampshire

wo-u ld like to know
what you think of

To the Editor:
The Democrats have controlled
the House of Representatives 92 %
and Senate 78% of the years since
1933: far too long. Thus, many
millions of Democrats and Independents will vote Republican in

. '. ·-

he will be giving away part of what is ·
supposed toJ?e a student union building.
While it may be a smart move in the name
of business, it short-changes students who
pay a student activity fee every year to
support the · building. Any rerit Barnes &
Noble might pay does not make up for the
lost space.
The student's demand for the space is•
hardly unreasonable, especially compared
to the excessive space the administration
has taken hold of. They have recently
claimed a newly renovated T-Hall, two
floors in Stoke Hall and a new health facility
building, all at some expense to students' ,,,.
space. The faculty will be calling Hood
House their own soon ·as well. If anything
the administration owes students even more
than the basement space.
The students' recommendations for study
space, office space, cafeteria space and an
entertainment center in the basement are
all necessities long overdue: Any crunch
of an overcrowded University must·-be
shouldered by everyone. This time. the
·
students should get the break.

The New Hampshire

Republi~ an

November.

tables, computer terminals, copy machines
and study space is cut-throat. Student
organizations fight to keep hold of their
minimal office space every year. An
adequate entertainment center for socializing does not exist. , Meanwhile, the
cafeteria is packed during the day~and, from
on, in the evenings as -yvell.
· Unlike the library, the MUB allows
students to converse freely and study fo
a more relaxed atmosphere. Organizations ·
can hold meetings, and shops like the Cat's ·
Closet and the Coffee Shop are convenient
godsends to hundreds of students. The MUB
is a central location on campus, easily
accessible for students' needs.
These characteristics are also what makes
the MUB basement a hot property item.
Enter Barnes & Noble. Their contract with
the U riiversity coming to a close, they are
facing an impending foreclosure on their
space in Hewitt Hall. So now they want
a piece of the MUB pie and have planted
the idea in the administration's head..
If Haaland does decide to let -B arnes &
Noble take a chunk of ·the MUB basement,

..

\

\°"'\

Chris Bartlett
Alex Berger
Sue Brosniali
lshi Burdett
Peggy Busby
Caryl Calabria
. Rebecca Carroll
· Matt Combs'
Angeli~ue Davi .
Gina D1Gregorio
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1
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1
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Karen Hall
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Kevin Connelly
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John Dubois
G.H. Elder
. Ward D. Fraser
Rob Heer.tan
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University ·Forum
Sex and the Single Pervert
ByJ~yKumar
Mort's not afraid to disagree with his guestsIt's a wonderful world we live in. On any
given day, one_can turn on the television and -that's what they're there for. Last week, he
see fellow humans thoughtfully discuss did shows on "perverts, and other sex tiends"
pressing issues. One can also turn the_channel (those ·are his own words), and "the death
and see fellow humans scream at each other of the sexual revolution."
The "pervert" show featured a male porno
about everything from their shoe sizes to their
star who was repentant about his career, an
sexual preferences.
While I could ramble on at length about unrepentant man who engages in wife· the first type of show namely "Nightline," swapping, a militant feminist, and a publisher
that could get rather boring. Instead, let's of a men's magazine, among others.--The other
ta~e a look at the latter group, the more show featured a guru who said he could bring
interesting side of the coin. Yes, I'm talking a woman ~o orgasm in 18 seconds, a fundaabout those staunch defenders of free speech- mentalist woman who damned everybody else
-Geraldo Riv~ra, Morton Downey, Jr., Oprah, to hell, another porn publisher, and a woman
who publishes EIDOS magazine (of women's
Phil, and Sally Jessy Raphael, among others.
.,
Geraldo (or Horrendo, as he's known to erotic literature).
Mort got right down to the nitty gritty by
his pals) has had a rough time of it the last
asking the porn star how big his penis was
few weeks.
. -- First he was humiliated, along mth Oprah in comparison with deceased "actor" John
and Sally, when two actors appeared on their Holmes (the porn star said it was like
shows pretending to be a male virgin and a· comparing a Toyota to a Cadillac). Great. Just ·
sex sur{ogate. The actors revealed themselves what I always wanted to know:
The show also had the porn star and the
a few weeks ago, and Geraldo threatened to
sue them, claiming his credibility was damaged. wife swapper screaming at the feminist, the
Now there's even more shocking news for feminist screaming at the porn publisher and
·the big G from that bastion of truth, People the porn star, and Morton standing by with
, magazine. Readers were asked what they would a choice sexually-oriented wisecrack every
most like to eliminate from the planet, and once in a while.
In the other show, the guru tried his
poor Geraldo finished third to boom boxes
on a female member of the
"technique"
could
they
least
At
and ringing car alarms.
worry, each put one hand over
(don't
audience
first.
him
pick
to
decency
the
had
have
But never fear, Geraldo and his ilk will still the other's heart while holding the other),
but who Aknows? Oh yeah,
bring you quality television every day, come and probably failed,
.
and the fundamentalist screamed at the guru,
rain, sleet, snow or celibacy.
There will always be people willing to and so on and so on.
While all this screaming is going on, various
discuss their problems, habits or hangups on
members of the studio audience engage in
national TV, because there will always be
people like Geraldo willing to pay them big a common ritual--they ,make gorilla noises
every time Downey says something. It's really
bucks. Money talks.
incredible to watch, almost like a National
Of course, these shows aren't always about
Geographic special filmed in a studio instead
-sex. There are also shows about violence and
UFOs. Geraldo interviewed Charles Manson · of the wild.
Geraldo and Mort are the two most extreme
in prison for one of his shows, and he was
sure to show us how manly he was by swearing examples--Phil, Oprah and Sally are more
of the same, only to a lesser degree.
repeat~dly at old Chuck.
So why do I and millions of others watch
And of course, Manson drooled on about
tripe (and read the National Enquirer)?
this
how he was really just a nice guy at heart, and
heard a good analogy for that helps
I've
how he was going to prove it by killing a few
this strange phenomenon. It's similar
explain
out
get
he
hundred thousand people should
who stop and look at accidentsmotorists
to
me
make
to
needed
I
of prison. Just what
keep going, but you can't help
to
want
-you
ill.
violently
yourself. We know it, and the talk show hosts
But Geraldo isn't alone in his profession.
know it. That's why there will al_ways .be people
The latest, and most popular, talk show host
like Geraldo and Morton Downey, Jr. to
is Morton Downey, Jr., who makes a living
brighten our days and lower our IQs.
out of bellowing at his guests (who are usually
there to talk about sex).
Jay Kumar is a Staff Reporter for The New Hamp- ...: · ,.
_ ' ~· · .:
·
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RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS & ljOUSING_
COUNCIL

Merrimack Rm.
.Wed.

come to

NHOC

.....J

Applications available in the
'
Senate Office Rm 130 MUB 862.:.1494
Deadline Sept. 14, 1988
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'Hurray, .
'our cats.' .
will be'back'

THE
EMERGING
LEADER .
'PROGRAM

/

.
..
.

-L~arn a.bout opportunities for in vol- ~.
-~ veme~t in .the _UNH and local·commun·- ;
. ity.
j _1

i

-Attend s-eminars offered b_y ON:tr fa-'
.- culty and staff that will connect your~·; .·
experiences in the co:mm.~nity with ~
: cur.rent_leadership theories. ,. _:.
-

•

,.

'

)

'-c,.

•

'

.z_-

...

- -Work with :UNH sta.ff and facul)ty tp ~
develop ypur leadership skills. · · · · -· ,, ·
,

.

for
· , o ·u rham Red Cross ·
· Bl~od ·D rive
. · ·
on .
· .
·
.
Monday, Sept. 19 through .Friday, Sept. 23
· .· ·12_noonto .5 pm
/ MEMORIAL UNION

t·..
.

-Develop a leadership resume .fo~ your-~
placement]iles
:·
I

..

-

.

'

.. .Deadlir,e to app!,Y i! September·23 .

t
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Arts & Entertainment
...and metal for all

The mood· of the album is
bands are capable of singing
unde·niably one of impending
about something 0th.er than
· doom, ded.mation and dismem... And Justice For All
using women, swilling booze ·
and crashing cars. ·
berrilent as indicated in the
Etectra/A.sytum .
The high-point of the album
lines,"Height, Hell, Time,
_ By Rob HaHworth
is ' '. Frayed Ends of Insanity,"
Met;llica, th~ demi-gods of Waste, Terror, Tension, Life,
featuring a very cute introduc.distortion, Jementia and des- Death, Want; Waste, Mass
tion borrowed from The Wizard
truction h~ve just released ...And Depression." Other subject
of Oz. It is classic Metallica, and
Justice_For All, their fourth full matteF' includes our corrupt
rates alongside cuts such as
length album O n Elek_ justice system, death, insanity,
·'Creeping Death," and "The
. tra/ Asylum Records. With an and crippling war injuries. As
Thing That Should Not Be."
average song length of just typically ''headbanging" (for
The only fault I found in
under seven and a half minutes, fack of a better adjective) as
... And Justice For All,. is a
~they are in no immediate danger these . themes may appear, Meof getting any supstantial air- tallica never fails to convey their problem that is quite prevalent · Russian pianist Bella Davidovich.
in the world of heavy. metal'
·
play, but 'I feel confident that message.
The opening track, "Black- . bands; guitar solos. Solos are
- Metallica fans will not be disened," i~ a typical but quite fin·e when they are inventive
appointed.
Over-all, the album is just satisfying tidbit of symphonic and serve a purpose, but .when
what one would expect from the distortion foretelling the they start to turn into tedious,
dukes of decibel. It is pqwe,.-ful, "Death of Mother Earth/ Never. metal masturbatory obligations,
they quickly become irksome.
fast, furious and surprisingly a rebirth / Evolution's end/
cleap sounding (of course as far Never will it mend/ Never." Such is the case here as Kirk
as Metallica is concerned, · Not exactly a cheery message, Hammer's sporadic fingers flash
up and down the fret board
"clean" -is .an extremely relative but ar least food for thought_.
. term.) This album lacks the .._ Other highlights include failing to impress in his overgritty drum sound indicative· of ' "One," and "Eye of the Be- exuberant solos.
- man living in stately, rural
Despite its few downfalls, By Patrik Jonsson
holder," a song about censorship
boy wonder Lats Ulrich.
mansions, with women in long
New to the lineup is bassist and conformity. "Independence ... And Justice For All will unIn the gallery of the Johnson silk dresses sfrolling about~
Jason Newsted replacing the limited/ Freedom of choice/ doubtedly find its way to th~ Theatre, at intermission and drinking tea, and with men
late Cliff Burton. Newsted does Choice is made for you my hearts of Metallica fans. You after Bella Davidovich's recital we3:ring black, laughing in small
~ a commendable job although the · friend / Freedom of speech/ may not catd?- yourself whistling there Saturday night, the talk groups, drinking cognac from
bass is somewhat lost' in the final Speech is words that they will these tunes in the car on the way churned around the idea of small, rotund glasses. The first
mix, plowed over by the riveting bend/ Freedom no)onger frees to work, but music this over- artistic interpretation.
movement, the Allegro non
guitar sounds of James Hetfield you," screams vocalist James powering refuses to be ignored. .
"In the Soviet Union," said troppo, described this truly, and
m Jovi Be:ware!
·and Kirk Hamm~t._'- ·_•_. -"-_ __ _ .Hetfield,showingthat _hr.rdrock
'lhe elderly bea·r ded male pro- as the composer certainly wrote
·
·
fessor, "musicians are brought it.
In the· adagio movement,
J.P in a·very strict manner. They
ue brought up to play compo- however, Davidovich, brought
sitions as the original composer a bit of modern living into the
wrote them. Over here we're piece. Somehow, angry images
·wasting much of our best talent - popped up i.ntQ _my . head:
when we allow all this 'artistic' tension-fillecf domestic scenes,
· interpretation of original com- with angry ·voices and tears. It
positions. That's garbage. This could have served as soundtrack
Davidovich played these pieces . music for touching, sad fil~s
as they were written. She was fike "My Life as a Dog" or some
of Ingmar J3ergman's gentler,
really very good."
"ldon't know if I agree," said heart-biting moments. Davia tall, somewhat younger worn- dovich; through very gentle and
an-perhaps a grad student. "I intelligent' interp~etation,
think it's exciting to watch an brought the music forward in
artistworkoverapieceof music, . time, not by a rude timeit seems to put. more feeling in machine, but by some explanit. I just think that's exciting, atory physics theory-Bin- ,
is all. I thought she interpreted stein's, perhaps. ·
The Beethoven pieces, Four
the pieces in a very 'womanly'
Bagatelles·, and Sonata-No.-8 in <__,·
. ·
way." ·
_ Actually, it was very easy to C minor, Op. 13, were not as .
interpret Davidovich's perfor- open, however, to interpreta- The _Church, who' played at the Orpheum in Boston last friaay night~:
mance in different ways. A; quick .· tion. I've always thought Beelook at her background provides ·thoven sort of stiff, a little too
·
·
·
. ·
basis for any number of assump- · royal, as if the only influence
tions. She hails, originally, from he had was watching royalty
4_
. the Soviet Union, where she had eating pheasant and drinking
II
a very illustrious and successful -wine. It also has such a strong
The Church •w.ith Peter 'letting loose on the longer, was too little, too late.
Peter Murphy, for all practical career before she emigr~ted to male dominance that it didn't
earlier numbers,exploding rathMurphy and Tom Verlaine
er than imploding; at times they purpos~s co-headliner,. was am- . the United States in 1978. She seem Dav1dovich had much
, Orpheum; Theater, Boston
seemed bored with the Starfish using as he contorted, mugged, was a child prodigy, reciting a space to do anything herself.
Friday, Sept. 9
stared and shed his shirt in Beethoven Concerto at age nine. The Rondo: allegro, however,
material.
It can be supposed that her did have some feeling to it. It
imitation "Berlin" -period Bowie
first
-the
plagued
sound
Poor
· By Arthur Lizie
The Church, after releasing ' few numbers. As the set wore fashion. Although he offered , training indeed consisted of - had a bassy section, which drew
· too many albums on too many on,' it became,evident that the a dull, homgenous set of moody strict interpretation, in respect a picture of something deep
different labels, finally found band and nouhe sound were dance music, Murphy was able of the masters, and in scorn of rumbling-inside a silk-covered
a large following in the United · to blame for the early lackluster to impress upon the audience the ego; as with Soviet athletes, human shell: some real feeling.
States with their latest record, performanc~; everyone, au- the fa.ct that he thinks himself musicians there are brought up Davidovich's execution was
by strict routines, training and flawless, though, she was incredStarfish. This success necces- dience_included, seemed unim- quite a stellar human being.
itated the booking of larger pressed; especially pouty guit- Murphy managed to entertain t_raining, and even some more _ibly intense throughout;· that's
_,_
venues, hence the leap from arist Marty Willson-Piper who at the close of his stint with his training. The lazy musician not the complaint.
I
But she was most at home
clubland to the Orpheum Theat- seemed to be in a world all his semi-catchy _single "Indigo finds his/her way into . the
er. Unfortunately, this leap in own. The pace picked up mid- Eyes" and a number of covers factory filth before too soon. - with the Debussl. pieces -which
But, ~rhaps due to her new-- . could be persona, too. I'm a big·
audience size was not a causal _way through as the band relaxed including Pere Ub,(s ttFinal
consequence of a similar jump a bit, started functioning as a Solution," Iggy Pop's "Fun- found freedom as a staff fan of Debussy, but I'd rather
not think so. Especially the Two
in the quality of the band's unit, and got around-to their time," and,'surprise, Prince's member-of the Juilliard School
music, which is not strong betrer songs. On both "Reptile" "Purple Rain." Maybe a little in NY, she has definitely al- Arabesques: the E major and
enough to sustain a ninety and _"Tantalized," Willson-:- . more eye liner would have lowed her own influence to seep G major.It was like psy-ehedelic
trip into a flowery, loving world;
into her performances. She is
Piper and second guitarist J;>eter perked up the .;et.
minute .headlining set.
a bath with honey and lime
like
:6eethoven's,
just
not
definitely
with
opened
Verlaine
Tom
·
exciting,
an
unleashed
Koppes
Church
Starfish found The
and jasmine soap. You could see
changing musical gears, some bombastic interchange as lead a brief, five song acoustic set or Haydn's, or Debussy's, or
mightsaysellingout. The album singer/bassist Steve Kilbey that never had a chance to gell. Albeniz's mouth piece. She . · that Davidovich extended herself into · this, it is anyo.ne's
featured tight, oftet?- catchy. pop_ melodcially thundered below. Verlaine , was too quiet and · brings a wo~an's vie~~int to
dream world, and she bro~ght
a
C<?mposmons:
cI:1~s1c
these
still
crowd,
the
',Vh1le
withdrawn
.
"Spark"
~f
hop
rockabilly
·The_
.
w~re
1ously
v
p_re~here
tunes
out as much be~uty from it ~s
_ found _mvent1ve, expansive actually found Willson-Piper filing in, was Joo loud and over very e~~•~mg thmg. __ .
I've hear.d·. Bemg a wom~n,
Her introductory piece was
._, mood pt~es. On stage, t~e band enjoying himself. The hit, "Un- bearing. A mpre intimate set_.
.
~aybe more.
: seemed _di at ease ch~rnmg out der The Milky Way," was given ting would be'· more advan_tage- thr<:~-movef!1ents of J:ranz JoMetallica

Davidov ich
exerts 'influenc e
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Tucker: · Coppola's
dre am falls sho rt
obstacles, triumphan tly overcoming them and searching for
If you saw Francis Ford CopThis half of the film
greatness.
pola's Peggy Sue -Got Married,
sweeping crane
with
ed
fill
is
one of the most memorabl e
and visual
angles
showy
shots,
images is · of all the perfect,
certainly
is
Coppola
trickery;
.
gleaming with polish vintage
stylist,
master
a
being
of
capable
,
greatest
the
of
cars. Take two
style
The
here.
it
shows
he
and
·
American films ever made,
that
effective
so
effective;
very
is
my
with
again
(there I go
has
Coppola
that
realiz.e
we
opinions) Orson Welles' Citizen ,
real charpresent
to
gled:ed
e
n,
Mr.
Capra's
Frank
Kane and
acters.
Smith Go.es To Washington and
When th~ storyline turns to
What
together.
three
all
mix
Coppola loses his footTucker,
-you get should be one hell of a
· . ite folk song transforme d in.to
ing. Tucker has enjoyed triumph
a techno-da nce number that Mus~s effectively combine sta-:: ·
picture, right? We(l, yes and no.
,
han
Beth-Mora
By
boys
big
the
but
catto drumming and a rhythmic,
triumph,
after
H , r be
·
-What you actually get, if you are
Keeping up with 'the latest entwmes aza s im r, sinewy driving guitar with the flexible
start
Congress
in
and
Detroit
in
.Francis Ford Coppola is Tucker.
with a pounding drum
in foir the kill. Here is !11,usi~ is not an easy task, and voice
The rune was remixed by voice of lead singer Kristin
Is Tucker one hell of a picture? closing
not . easy on youf bank track. Pasquez, known for his Hersch. Hersch is backed by 's
1t
the
of
half
Capra
the
w~ere
Emilio
Well, yes and no. Am I being
with Tucker in acco~nt either. Sinking at least
wishy-w ashy and non- movie begins, himself against $12 i~to_ a CD and realizing that, work w-ith current dance club vocalist/ guitarist Leslie Langcourt, defending
'fanya Donnely and
staples Bomb the Bass ·and S- ston, bassist
committal? Well, yes and no.
David Narcizo. "Mexd~spite its laser tecJ:.nology, it's
stockdrummer
swindled
he
that
charges
when,
I don't know exactly
The machine is work- simply horrid music can be Exf::~one's favorite sultan of ican Women," (also · av'ailable
but sometime in the last ten · holders.
_h im, but he gives emotional ly damaging . y OU
against
years or so, Coppola stopped ing big "It's Morning In Amer- hop~ t,h !t it will grow on you, despair, ex-Smith's leader Mor- on the Throwing Muses latest
his
rissey, finds his way onto Just .. album Houre Tornado )is, if not
· making films about people and
everything but mevitably your next trip to Say Yo with the winding, whist- the best track on the. album, is
does
a-nd
speech
ica"
Or,
style.
with
became obsessed
break into ajmmy Stewart the music store will have you ful "WHI Never Marry/' Not at least the ·most interestin g.
rather, STYLE, because in but
This is all well and second guessing your picks. available on Morrissey's latest The lyrics r~ad like beatnick
stammer.
· Tucker everythin g is done in
fails to come Well, rest assured, record com- album Viva Hate, "WiU Ne¥er poetry: "Catch me go get back
Coppola
but
good,
·
upper cue letters.
conveys the panies seem to have offered CD Marry" is yet another tale of · a date/ land a seal too fast/ help
that
style
~
with
up
1'.he true story is that of
He buyers a solution in the shape
Tucker.
of
forces
driving
and despair that make me go get back a,_date/ live a.day
Preston Tucker, the maverick
of CD samplers. The lates.t !onliness
good
drawing
not
for
payss
of Morrissey's in the past." Your guess is as
backbone
the
'up
automoble designer who, in
from the Sire label. Just
comes
In
place.
first
the
in
characters
- .
It is classic Morrissey good as mine. ·
1948, threatened to shake the
punning aside, Tucker Say Yo is a .compilati on that material.
"Inside Out" 'is the Mighty
wilL
you
as
it
take
au,o industry to its foundations short, out of gas. ·
showcases some of Sire's less ,
England's Erasure has a sound . Lemon Drops' addition to the
with his ,revolutio nary car, just runs is very strange, con- mainstrea m "progressi ve;, -rethis
All
is reminiscent of Yaz, and compilatio n. Some of you may
that
.
which contained as standard
cording artists.
make
to
used
Coppola
sidering
in the tradition of have caught ·the video for this
follows
brakes,
such innovations as disc
· Just Say Yo contains mostly Depeche Mode's modern rune on MTV (it shows the band ·
humanity:· The
fuel injection and seat belts: films of great
The Conver- previously unreleased, live cuts
What 'the ·film,._is really about Godfather films,Peggy Sue 'Got or ·"mega-sin gle" mixes from "synth-pop ·~ sound (Depeche crawling around on the floor
even
and
sation,
Mode also shows up on this disc of a night~lub). This cut is an
is creating a hymn to American
Here, he fails to realize artists that range from Isreal's with a remix of this summer's energetic, tight and catchy live
Married.
post
the
evoking
and
ingenuity,
makes movies rise Ofra Haza to "-C anadian cow- p -p u
r ••Behin d the version from the London based
war years when "Made in Amer- that what
,0
hokiness is the girl" K.D. Lang. ·
nd
own
their
above
was
something
tnat
meant
ica"
ute 66). Lead singer ba .
What, it seems, Sire wants Wheel/Ro
charbelievable
and
memorable
Rounding out the disc (there
a
than
more
Andy Bell sounds
the best you could buy.
the Capra films. to do with this disc is whet the •bit like· Yaz vocalist Alison - are 14 songs in all). a~e samples
The first half of the film, its acters, like in
fascinating as it is for appetite of potential CO buyers M
f from the charismatic K.D. Lang
"Ch ·
A
superior half, draws heavily on Tucker,
with the mood e·voking "Black
ams O
_o yet. nyway,
is almost as much by' practically giving 1 this 72
stretches,
long
·
Citizen Kane. Coppola bravely
Coffee. ," cuts fro. m The Wild
low
from
the
for
hit"
them
"big
to
the
disc
was
minute
Love"
1948
a
as
piece
strives for a bravura visual style of a museum
latest album The
price of $6.99. Basically, it'~ Erasure's which
low
lookgreat
;
automobile
'Fucker
did quite well . Swans, Book of Love, Martini
to match the frenzied creativity
l of sorts; designed Innocents.,
co~mercia
a
·
lacking
time,
the
of
!llost
but
m~,
Sire's. R\nch, A. House, James, The
charts.
on the British
of Tucker, played by Jeff Bridges
. For .Coppola, to to expose Sire's less accessible sampler contains a neat remix Soup Dragons and Trinidad's (a hammy but likeable perfor- a01mat1on
l_ine, ~i~ prof~ssi?n artists ·to a wider audience but of the original v~rsion that .. David Rudder: .
mance). Tucker is like the young paraphrase ahis
rehg10n, hts sm, that's okay, those who w;nt a packs a jumry drum track and - Just Say Yo is a cheap way .to
become
has
.Kane (before ·he turns fascist,
·
qµick and economically painless
.
lifelessness
his
plethora O sound effects that test the musical waters. Besides,
,but after he buys the rtewspap· tatse o{ some exciting and _awill
impress even the most it's a fun disc to listen to and
er), rushing about, meeting
intriguing mus~c will get the last .
SEPTEMBER
progressiv e dance explore while ·sidestepping the
discerning
_
·
laugh.
high priced CD frap.
·
.
fans.
Ofra Haza kicks off the
:Campus Paperb ack Bestsellers·
The Boston rooted Throwina
.~pier with "Galbi," a YemenBy Marc A. Mamigonian

1

Yo! Ju st say cheap!

la

1. Presumed Innocent, 1 by Scott Turow. (Warner, $5.95.) A
__.. . ~lood-chilting, accurate depiction of the c~~n'.31 justice system.
2. Patriot Games, by _Tom Clancy. (Berkley, $4.95.) ·
·-· -- C.I.A confronts terrorists in England: Ireland and America.
3. Something Under the Bed is Drooling,.by Bill Waterson.
__ (Andrews_&_ McMeel, $6.95.) Latest Calvin & Hobbes cartoons.
4. . The Power of.Myth, by Josep~ Campbell aod Bill Moyers.
mythology illuminates stages oi life.
(Doubleday, $19.95:l How _
5. Cultural Literacy, by E.D. Hirsch, Jr: (Vintage, $6.95.)
____ _Information tha! every American n~eds_to know.
6. Sarum, by Edwarq Rutherfurd. (Ivy. $5.95.) Epic novel .
that traces the entire_turbulent co_u!se of English history.
7. Night of the Crash-Test Dummies, by Gary Larson.
___ _(Andrews _& McMeel, $6.95.j More "Far Side" cart_o_on_s_._ _
R. The Closing of the American Mind, by Allar:i Bloom.
~ _______(Touch'.stone, $7.95.) Reflections of today's moral climate.
9. Misery, by Stephen Ki11g. (Signet/Nat. $4.95.)
---- ~uthor heldcaptive _by psychotic ian. ··-·· _ · _ _ _ _ _ __
. 10. Weep no More, my Lady, by Mary Higgins ciark-. (Dell, $4.95.)
.
-- - ~ystery at a Califomiahealt h spa. __ __
~ : , Y f!"~Chrotwr.1tt;/1"'9h•r!du(.at- ()llfrom1nlofmatJC)..,~"'80 !l\' collegc&torMO\raughDutlhocOt

A personal ~1e..:1on ot·

c.1~: r'otf'ly Ar:icielbach. Nont-.ern Arrzor:a Univert'lt'J

J;-my AuQL.-st15, 1988

SooK.slO:'e

.
Fall from Grace. by Shelley Ross. (Ballantine, $9.95.)
Sex, scandal. and corruption in American politics from 1702 to the
-present.
How to _get an Ivy League Education at a State University,
by Martin Nemko, Ph:D. (Avon, $10.95.) Comprehensive profiles
~~~~~~~~ts outstanding public college~:... _ _ _ __
The Student's Memory Book, by Bill Adler, Jr.
.i:ooubleday, $7.95.) Your key to an exceptional memory - and
' · · .
_.
exceptional grades.
;.SSOCIATION OF AMERICAN.PUBLISHERMIATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF C8LLEGE STORES
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,, PHOTOGRAPHERS
MEETING!
Th ere wi ll be an inf orm ati on al ,
me eti ng for all pe op le · ~n ter es ted
· in be in g ph ot og ra ph er ~, fo r the ,
NEW -HAMPSHIRE £Or th e
88 -8 9 sch oo l yea r~
.

·I

•

WE DN ES DA Y SEPTEMBER 14th
8:0 0PM
Hillsborough Room ,in·the MU B
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Comics

Universi

__________
by Michael Dow e

Freaker Patrol

_________

AND

No1E. .' ! 'DAN SA 'IS
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by Kurt Krebs

Sup er Guy
· Allmt"O WITH OIJL Y HIS
CO<.O STEFL LAFFITTE,
THE' 60AWY

64Rll4llIA~ .

P~~PAAES

lAF'F/ rri TEARS TIIIIOU6H

HIS _,,,BEIUESS ATr~ tRS
w

TD FN.ETN£

UctllDCS FROM

WITH .TIit AIIII

reous WILL

OFTlll"ONATWARRIOI
HOllT,LltFFI"& Re~os HIS
e»Elt lES ASOIJ06R . .

.· A 6llN OFSATISF'AC.TIOU
APAS°AlS ON IIIS FAc,'tl, AS
HI SOltveYJ TIM'C Alll'-6 6.

iLL II

..
_
__
__
__
__
HACKS HALL
NATURALLY~ AS
I'M PROF: FRANKLIN
.,...

W£L COME TO
PHILOSOPHY 415,
"ADVANCED

OK

IL LO&I C

AS WE CALL IT
AROUND HER£.·,,.
, 't t \ V 1 l l

t··~ ~

FEEBLEK1ESTER,,·_ THE .

ILLUSTRIOUS

INSTRUCTOR.

DIAL L
GEN-ED YOU ALL
HAVE TO TAKE,

· OF

THIS

A ,

GEN -~D COU" SE, YOU
WILL GET NOTtf IN(r
OUT OF 1T, E'tG.f PT

HEADACHES AND
TONS OF HOMEWORK,,

J·N FACT, YOUR
FIRST · ASSJ&NM£NT IS
ro TiEAD THIS
n397-PA&-£ 'Boo><~ ANV
WRITE

A :lO-PA6-E

f½:bk.1~,~FOfiAss!!
,J

MAIN ST RE ET
I'M H£RE TO

FIGH T

EVtL 1 TO STIC K UP

F"OR THE: UNDtRDOG,

'.lO R(Mf. MSE: R, 6£
. GOOO "TO YOUR MOM ,
DON'T 5W£.A R AND

HfY FM GRfA T
SPE ECH , I LIKE
YE.R l-J€:W LOOK !

PLEA SE:,8 £ KrND iO

'l'OUR ~-Rt£ NDS !
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HELP?
LEGAL
-NEED
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'

Take cidvantage of FREE _legal se:r-vices avai~abl~ to all _·
__ S.A.F. paym~ undergrads. __
_- _ .-_

I __. _'

_The firm of Mayer and Dwyer will _
-gi Ve legal advice and represent
.s tudent~ in minor legal matters ,,
for FREE.
,

They are offering repr~se·ntat ion
-- in mo.re · serio·u s matters for . a
· reduced·· fee.

So stop by room 131 in the MUB on 'Taesday.11-1 PM-· and 1:31;8:31 PM,lfednllllly &:31-8:31 ·o r. . CID 1111 32Mll5 or m-7515 to make
·
- an appointment for Frillay 1-.1 PM. _
- '

ICI
,

-

~ -A .Searc h forGo d
(

A Multi- Media
Presen tation _-J.

'

Wednes day -S ept.14 7-: 30pm
Straffo rd Rm.
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We all have times when life brings us trouble
We feel sad, ·
We feel mad,
or angry, crossed,
.depressed or perplexed...
And we don't know where to turn ...
And only if we could talk to someone.
. Someone who listens,
someone who cares
Someone our own age who can relate
to the problems that affect us all
from time to time ...
Well wouldn't you know?
Help is just a phone call away.
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The Wildcatessen is for coffee loversl We use [
] our own blend of freshly ground . French
] Roasi and Columbian Excelso coffee beans
] to make the best _cup of coffee on campus. [

..•••
•

If you love a good cup of real java to start your .. [[
]

-

I

.

· ·

day, visit the Wildcatessen.
'

'

'

'

J

Located in Stillings Hall-Next to Stoke HalL · [
.·. .
j OpenMonday-Fridayat7:30am!!

~62-2213
~:w,t,~~~~NH
1-~00-c;gz_ 7341 ·

]
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Tf?6 award winn:ing UNH Granite yearbook
I

.

.

.

is now accepting applications for the following
· compensated positions:
-

.-chief photographer •
-sports edit er
..
~typists,photographers,
sales people, layout artists, writers .·
.

'

'

.

i Experience, although helpful, is not necessary. We are looking ·

for _energetic,creative, and unique individuals to enhance an
already wild and talented 1989 staff. If you're interested in
having fun and in gaining experience, see Kate in the Granite
office, room 125 in the MUB, or.call, 862-1599
~
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CLASSIFIED
Looking for a way to get involved in the
fall election? Mike Dukakis and Lloyd
Bentsen could use your help. Come by the
ca'rroll Room of the MUB Thursday nights
at 7 for one of the Students for Dukakis- Bentsen '88 weekly meetings.

·HAPPY 1q-,t,
KAREN!.

Mountain Bike: Cyclepro Carlsload, Almost
rew - perfect condition, 19" frame,, (fits .
riders 5'5-5'1J), $200, 431-8577 eves.

lw(~~,

Montgomery Ward refrigerator /fre,ezer
com~ination ·18.6-cu. ft., automatic, _froslless, white, excellent condition $100, 868. 6307

To the Freshfest production and security
crews: You did. a g_reat job on Sunday!!
Thanks for being there when we needed
you: Hope to see you at the next bash! Love,
Carolyn & Karen
\

Motorcycle - 1986 Honda 450 Rebel. Black.
1_ ,600 miles. Like new. Two helmets. $1,599.

Call Keith at 433-3286

RIDE NEEDED TO BURLINGTON, VT!!!
· Any weekend!! Will share expenses. Gall
Brenda - 868-3873.
THE SISTERS OF DELTA ZETA WELCOME
ALL OF THE RUSHEES--WE HOPE
YOU'RE HAVING AS MUCH F\,JN AS WE
ARE.
W!inted Peer Counselors - 2 friendly, _
energetic, upper class students to work
in busy student s.ervice oriented office
advising students in career decision
making issues. Training and supervision
provided, Requirements:wotk study money,
a sense of humor, flexibility and a willingness to .Ie·arn. Call Brian. Jackson at Career
Planning & Placement as soon as possible
\
at 862-2010.

lce&Pez

BUY ONE SLICE, GET ON§,FREE. TGIF
Pizza lunch at the Non-Traditional Student
Center, Pettee House, 9 / 16, 11 :30-1 :30.
Lesso'ns: piano, folk guitar, female voice, ·
French conversation. All levels. Portsmouth
& Durham. Certified, experienced performer · ·
& teacher. Tel 430-9524.
·Horses Boalded - box stalls, ri_ding ririg_,
. trail~ nearby. Twice daily cleaning and
feeding. Turn out available 1:1pon request.
· $1-60 per month. Harnes·s & Saddle training
also available. Sunswept Stables, 7433632, 742-6533.

Daniel--please remove the dead lizflrd from
under tMe couch, love, Biff.

TAE KWON-DO, Korean art of self-defense,
classes in Durham at Oyster River Elem.
School. M-W, 6.:7pm. Co111tact Matt Randall .
743-3215.

SHATTUCK--YOU'RE ONE OF A KIND,
THANKYOU FOR ALL THE FRIENDSHIP,
CARING, AND UNDERSTANDING,-SOME THINGS NEVER CHANGE-~NO
MATTER WHAT, I LOVE YOU.
,

BUY ONE SLICE, GET ONE FREE. TGIF
Pizza Lunch at the Non-Traditional Student
Center, Pettee House, 9/16, 11 :30-1 :30.

Cindy--30 bucks says you·won't make it
through the week, you sap!!, love your
roomies. ·

NOW OPEN Lost Chord Records - All your
rock & roll needs. 491- Central Ave., Dover,
NH.
'

Do you want to enter
. the high-powered, fast
paced life of journalism,
where the words you
write can make or break .
-lives? Well, ·maybe you
should work for the Boston Globe.
. .Do you want to gain ·:
valuable writing experience, have a good time·
and get paid sim~ltane--·· ·
· ously? Then The t,ew:·,
- - - - - - - - - . Hampshire is forc you!

STRAFFORD , PLACE
.

/

.

'

\ ·

CONDOMINIUMS-FOR UNIVERSITY
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE STUDENTS
· Newly renovated a11d completely f11ntislzed. Parents um he certain their so11 or dm1g/1fer zoi/1 lz11uc
lwu;ing each year at the Ut1iversity. Investors will appreciate the rental incorn-e and tax 'benefits.
Prices begin at $19,900 for a single studio writ and $36,500 for a double. Two-bedroom ap~rf111ent
wzits for up to four stwients nmge from $96,500 to $98,500. .
)
Close to the cim1pu~, with n slwrt walk to classrooms and tlze downtown area. Ready for ocrnp,mcy 111 ti111e for tlze -j,11/ semester.
. Cull

(603) 868-20b5

for ddt1ils.

Pending registration by the N.H. Attorney General's Office,
all reservations are accepted -on ·a non-binding agreement basis only.

.

10-14 Strafford Avenue, Durham, New Hampshire,03824

· 1.
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Cr os s co un try
tri um ph for me n
By J. Doneski
· The men's cross-co untry
team opened their season Saturday in the Can:-Am invitational at Bates. Massachusetts, UNB,
Bates and UNH were all present ·
but UNH placed ·five runners
· in the top seven to run away
with the victory; UNH: 21,
Bates: 53, UMass: 67, and UNB:

94.

big things out of Jim in the next
four years." Andy Charrori
placed eleventh which is ·also
an impressive finish for a fresh,
man.
"We've got a real young team
this year and our true test will
come next weekend against
Providence College, UConn, and
Northea stern." Coach Bouhinger is looking for his runners
to improve· their times as .well
as hold on to the psychological
.edge they need to compete .
against the best in the country
( all of these schools have scholarship program s and Providence College, in particula r·, is
one of the top teams in the
nation). ·
If you like to watch fierce
competi tion, don't miss the
UNH w ·ild-eats home opener
invitation al against the best in
·
the country on Friday.

I

Randy Hall and Mike Canmiscio finished one-two with Dan
Beauley, freshma n Jim Gephc:trdt, an4 Darrell Covell finishing right on their heals in
5th, 6th, and 7th, respectively.
Coach Jim . Boulan~ er was
pleased wi~h the teams finish
as only 45 seconds separated the
teams top five rlJ.nners. Coach
Boulange r was partic:ulary imby two of his freshmen.
cross country team out ran ,all oppositi on at the Canadian-American Invitational , pressed
The
and
~inished.~
Gephardt
Jim
·
·
· _ _..;..._ _ · Boulang er said
___________
t;xpect
that Iixth
· _ _ _ _ _ _ _·_ __;,_
. ___
at Bates. (file photo) _ _ _

.;;;;,.:.;;;..,;.;.;.;...~___,;:..r...._

_.;.._

.Holy Cr os s sto ps ,w om en

--'-- - ·CYCL ISTS

·

(continue d from pag_e 23.)
·
last
from
off
time
cut
everyone
pack
a
pass
to
her
allowed
which
By J. ·Doneski
was parHoly ·c ross arrived in Dur- of four Holy Cross runners to week. Coach Krueger senior
with
d
impresse
ticrilarly
third.
place
·
ham Saturday and out paced th~
sco and junior He ·said the number .of partic- Lawrenc e, who was lost to
--·wome n's cross country team. - · Lynn Sallcross, Jodie McAn- Cindie Difrance "They showed ipants and spectator s was very ·· graduatio n. He also noted that
.
· Wildcat runner Cindie DiFr~n- drew, and Nancy Boulang er · Dawn Enterlai11iveness anc;l de- large which reflects well on the · . the team's first meeting-brought
cesco ran away from the field finished out the UNH top five great competit
coutry's attitude toward cycling. out about 45 riders, including
·
for the victory; but Holy Cross by .placing ninth, tenth, and . sire to win."
The club has _just gotten · · many new faces.
very
also
was
Krueger
Coach
This
used its depth to out point UNH eleventh , respectiv ely.
Who knows? Maybe one of
y this year:and Coach
Jodie
ui:iderwa
n
freshma
with
however was not. enough to pleased
34-24;
new faces will help bring _
those
·
He
.
optimistic
huge Laramie appears
As the gun sounded, DiFran- · topple Holy Cross who placed McAndrew. "Jodie showed
title back to New·
national
the
last
of
percent
ninety
about
said
was
She
today.
cesco qu_ickly· claimed the lead, five runners in the top seven improve ment
re.
Hampshi
the
g,
returnin
is
squad
year's
45 seconds faster this week than
.
· with a pack of Holy Cross spots.
Chuck
she was last week. She _als9 notab_le exception being
,
Krueger
Nancy
coach
Wildcat
.
never
She
behind,
close
\ runners
team this
relinquis ed the lead, finishing was pleased with the resuks. placed fourth on theweek.''
26 seconds ahead ·of the field, "Our ov.erall team fitness is week froin sixth last to Dart- · V
/
'T"1 ··
The team heads
in 18 minutes and 17 seconds. better than it was last year at
.1.
.L
a
for
weekend
this
mouth.
showed
Dawn Enterlain stayed with the this time.'' The team
.wide invitatio nal on
lead pack and had a strong fin.ish _ marked improvem ent as nearly division-:
Septemb er 17.

·

earn.

ea

·. Go Wildcats! ·.

** AT TE NT IO N **
, ALL· SP OR TS W RI TE RS
A'meeting of all.Sports Writers·.wiU.beh eld
Ba aps lur e 'office, in the
in room 151,
.

n. ·• ••

-

..

.

.

.,,,_

.

j'

Merriorial Union .Building.on Wednesday,
Sep tem ber 14 at 6:30 pm. If 'you will be unable
~

to atte nd, please notify Mike or ·Rich at 862-1490
as soo n as possible.
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Women'S .tennis
team tips UVM
By Richard D' Avolio
The ball seemed to bounce in
favor of the UNH women's
tennis team this past Saturday
as they defeated a very strong
U nive.tsity of Vermont team by
the score of 5-4.
- UNH won five of the six
singles matches which according
to head coach Russ McCurdy,
"Was the big factor." The reason
being UVM won all three dou·
bles matches.
The Vermont team, ·according
to McCurdy, were. the favorites
but he said, "We were the more
determined team. It was a great
,
win."
UNH's Deb Rinald-i plays in
.the number one single~ spot ~nd

beat. freshmen s~nsation Missy
Daniels of UVM 6-4, 6-3. "Deb
Rinaldi is doing a great job as
the only senior." McCurdy said.
Other UNH winnirs in singles . were Liz Lerner, Kara
McKenna, Tori Wincup, and
Sarah Tonna.
Coach McCurdy did not let the
win settle. in as he had his team
practicing hard yesterday in
p~eparati_o n for Fridaf s meet
with the University of Maine.
McCurdy said, "This is the
hardest working tennis team
ever had." He continued to say,
We want to cut loose on Maine."

!.

Singles ,action was the name of the game when the Wildcat women ts tennis squad dete~tei
Vermont. (file photo)

G-o lfers tee off
/

Lo_o k good at West Point
By Kevin Connelly
The scores jumped ·ever higher
The UNH men's golf team on Saturday with just 52 players
faired well at Jthe West Point shooting a round upder 80 on
Invitational Golf Tournament - the par 72 course.
The UN}i squad responded
this weekend finishing 14th otit
admirably to Coach Pope's exof 26 teams.
UNH' s second year head pectations as his team shot a
coach Ken Pope's main goal 308 in the final day of compe· going irito the match was to beat -·tition, b.eating all 13 teams in ·
north eastern power house action on that day. More imporUMaine. This goal was accomp- tantly, they gained a 15 stroke
. lished despite opening up with swing on UMaine to better the~
· , . ..
a mediocre first round of golf, by six strokes.
as the UNH five trailed UMaine · "We played very respectable
overall. We accomplished what
by 3 strokes.
They followed Friday's per- we · wanted in beating BC,
. formance with a horrendous UCONN, Westchester, and
second round of action on Sat- UMaine. The competition was
urday to fall ? strolces behind · very stiff, consisting of the best
.
UMaine and in 19th place teams in New England,"
Going into the final day Army overall.
Coach Pope knew his team was leading St.John's by 2 shots,
could perform better then their but an official winner had not
play after two rounds, but cl.id . yet ~een decided. UNH ended
admit that the course was tough. with a 78.9 stroke average,
"They had lightning fast greens, moving them into 14th plathey were very quick. I have ceoverall. Pat Szturm led the
never seen so many three and team with -a 237 followed by
UNH never got its offense off the ground against Rhode Island as the~ were shutout in action
putts in a tournament Austin "Ace" Eaton and Kevin
four
. _
- .
- - ·
Saturday. (Ronit Larone photo)
Dean with identical 238's, and
before," Pope add~d.
UNH wasn't the .qnly team Jeff Lacoille with a 239.
The teams next meet is today
struggling with the greens as
only 81 out of_the 130 golfers at 1:00 at the Portsmouth Counbroke a score of 80 on Friday . . tryClub.

Soccer team crumbles
By John Dubois

Coach Garber was not that the l_oss of Joe Almasian due to
disappointed wi-ih his teams a red card suspension for his
play. He thought that the team fight with a Connecticut player
played well but they just could last week "we just did not have
not get any quality shots on net. the speed to stay ~ith them."
Coach Garber also added that
UNH's next challenge will
sophomore goalie Eric Stinson
"played very well" and "lost the be against UMass on W ednesnervousness" that pl~uged him day. The 'Cats travel to Amherst
in an attempt to do somethiD:_g
·
a week ago.
By Mike Stinson
have never done on the·:·
they
.
This URI team was "very
Last season the UNH cycling
quick" said coach Garbe~. With -Minutemen'shomefield-win.
team maintained its status as
one of the premier squads in the
nation. This past May the team
FIELD 'HOCKEY (continued from page 24)-··-- finished sixth in the Collegiate
.,,,~.·, ·Nationals in California.
w .
After finishing second to
on Virginia goalie Heather NCAA runner-ups, North Ca- Massachusetts in the Eastern
Christman in the .second half, rolina September 17, and championships, New Hampbut couldn't buffer the lead.
Northwestern on September. 22, shire set its sights on the West
: "We played a very strong both ori neutral sites.
coast. It was in San Luis Obispo
According to Fuchs, these that the team made its bid to
_second half, _offensively and
defensively," Fuchs said. "It took first few games will set the tone repeat its 1986 season, and once
us a while to get rid of those first for the rest of the season.
again become national cham"September will be a test for pions.
game jitters,. but after that we
us," Fuchs said. "Most of these
were fine."
As fate would have it, things
With the victory in hand over games could go either way: But did not go entirely well for the
Virginia, the Wildcats (1-0) will it's good to have a challenge 'Cats.
.
travel to Vermont September early; it should help us."
"We had some bad luck at the
1 4, then will play the 1987
Nationals," said coach _Ron

Cyclists -finish
•
sixth ID nation

The UNH men's ·soccer team
dropped their record to 1-1 or:i
the season after a disapointing
3-0 loss to URI on Saturday.
After a scoreless first half
. URI cafoe out flying in the
second\ half and put three goals
on the board ~t the rate of abo:ut
one every ten minutes. The 'Cats
on the other hand failed to score
and could only QIUSter up four
~hots all day.
1

Follow'"'tile .
-

·'Cats

in tile
Sports Pages .

1

Laramie. He was refering spe. cifically' to flat tires, suffered by
two UNH riders during the time
· trials.
Despite this misfortune, the
Wildcat squad still performed
well enough to take the sixth
spot, the highest of any eastern
team. Coach Laramie felt the
team could have taken the
national crown had it not been ·
for the tea:m' s rroubles, but he .
focused his thoughts on the
bright spots of the competition
,
·
·
in general.
"It was good to see some good
, grass roots cycling," he said,
refering to the quality of com·, petition UNH faced out West.
·

- ,. CYCLISTS

p.22 ~
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Sports
Wildc ats toppl e
COigate 27-7

- ·;he N ew Hampshire defense rose to t~occ&sioD'to stifle the offense of the Colgate Red

· r· sp··,1,·ts
rday.e.-·nphot,s). socce·
Raide_O m
W

·
.
R0 b H
,
eenan
By_
The UNH wo_men s socc~r
th
team opened up its season_ th is
weekend and came out wi a
:ecord of 1-1. The te~m played
~s
differ~d 10
m two games thatth
_much in style as ey did
,
outcome.
The 'Cats took their home
th
opener Friday wi an impressive 6-0 blanking of Green
Mountain Co-Hege.The first half
'. saw Green Mountain hold its
own as neither team could get ·
on the ~ard. ·
After the horn sounded to
start the second half, the game
soon changed. The Wildc~ts
exploded for six goals, puttmg
any early season doubts about
the young offense behind.
. Sophomore Diane McL~ugh- '.

Although the offense manBy Richard D'Avolio
three touchdowns Bowes
aged
If anyone prior to Saturday's was· not totally pleased with
game was skeptical abo;ut their performance. "We didn't
UNH' s inexperienced defensive
play particularly we!l," Bo"'.'es
line, perhaps by now you have said. '] was disappomted with
noticed they seem to be fast the way we controlled the ball."
learners.
UNH' s offense had 10 penalties
Allo~ing only one touchdown · which was a ~et backto their
in their first game of the seas<;>n, momentum.
and sacking the quarterback f1ve
As you might expect, at first
times, the defense seemed to the defense was a little hesitant.
prove themselves as a complete "Our 'tackling was very poor in
unit. The offense, as expected, the first half," Bowes said. "We
was very powerful and managed improved dramatically in the
to put 27 points on the board second half.:'
as the 'Cats defeated the Colgate
, The defense allowed 281 total
Red Raiders 27-7 this past yards and the very st~ong UNH
Saturday.
defensive secondary mtercepted
UNH's offense had. 433 total four Colgate passes, two by free
and
ground
the
on
203
yards,
safety Gary Jordan. "Jordan
230 via Bob Jean. Jean was 15 played extremely well in the
for 32 on the day with 2 TDs secondary." Bowes said. The
.
and 2 interceptions.
other two D-backs getting their
"Bob didn't have one of his first interceptions of the season
better days," coach Bowes said were.Bill Farrell and Ryan Jones.
after the game. However the
The ~W ildc~ts first home
game is this Satur~ay a~ai~st
s
a very strong U 01vers1ty of
were certainly some positive Conriecticut team. Last week
UConn defeated pre-season
favorite and last years Yankee
to going all the way," Bowes
Conference Champs Richsaid.
mond by the s.core of 35-12.
Jean opened up the scoring
Last year UConn defeated
with a 29 yard touchdown pass UNH 31-21 and return this year
one
Braune,
to wideout Chris
as last season.
of 2 TDs for Braune on the day. just as taler:ited
a very talented runColgate came back to tie the They have in
ning back Jeff Gallaher and
game by the end of th~ first
last year's rookie of the ye~r. at
would
they
that
after
quarter but
quarterback in Matt DeGennasee no more glory.
.
r~
Bowes feels that, "!)'Conn 1s
UNH's star running back
Norm Ford ,(27 carries for 129 the team to beat in the Yankee
yards) burst open for a 54 yard Conference. They were impresTD run to put the 'Cats ahead - sive on both sides of the football
- .
against Richmond."
for good.
wm
to
UNH
for
order
.
In
Saturday Bowes said; "We have ·
his
up
pick
would
Braune
second touchdown of the game _ to play a near rerfect game, with
on a 6 yard pass from Jean in no turnovers.
3 stanza. ~
the final
Game time is set for 1:00 at
Cowell Stadium. .

~~~ ~if!']::' :\:f :1::-:_ t~¥h~~

pa_ir_.- -~~t::~:1;r:y~e:t:e~v1:i:~

lin came through with four goals goal assisted by Diane McLoughto power the attack. Mary Beth lin. in the end however, William
Sydlowski, a freshma~, add~d & Mary capit_alized on some
her first college goal while New HatQpsh1re lapses to take
. .
_
sophomore Wendy Yotlng had . the contest.
Mcloughlin felt the team _did
a goal and an assist· an~ freshman Christie Page assisted on . a good job des·pite the losmg
effort. "The team played very
two goals.
''It was ridiculous ~ that we well together," she said. "We
didn't have a goal in the first · definitely· could have beaten
half" · stated Mcloughlin. them. Wewerethebettertea m."
. While .the Wildcat offense
UNH's turharoundin the game
appeared to.be just a ~att~r ?f showed its stuff, it is important
time. "We came back mto it m . to note that the defense was
the second half and really took ~qually strong. In the two garries
this weekend its opponents.
i·t to them."
Sunday was another story as were held to only 17 shots on
,
·
UNH found itself on the s~ort goal.
The womens soccer team
end of a 2-1 game agamst
next hits the field on the road,
William & Mary in Hartford.
· UNH played well and came when the 'Cats face St: Anselm
back from a 1-0 deficit to tie the
game on a Mary: Beth Sydlowski

FH squad takes .
.seaso n opene r
By J. Russell Pabst

.
The UNH Women's Field
Hockey team, with the help of
two goals from Cyndi Caldwell
and solid goaltending by Stacey
Gaudette, opened thei~ season
with a big 2-1 victory over the
University of Virginia Sunday
afternoon at Boston College.
Acting head coach Lauren
Fuchs was very pleased with the
victory and saw _the game as a
definite step in the right direction.
_"It wasn't easy," Fuchs said.
"They (Virginia) were a very
competitive team. We know
now what we have to work on
.
to improve."
Caldwel~, the UNH captam,
got the Wildcats on the board
first with a goal at 14:02 of the

The Wildcat's lead held up
for about 13 minutes when
Virginia's Barb Richa~ds evened
things up 1-1 by getting a shot
past UNH goalie, Stacey ·
Gaudette.
Less than 7 minutes later,
Caldwell netted the eventual
game winner, her second goal
of the game, assisted by Laurie
Geromini and Zifcak, giving the
Cats a 2-1 lead going into half
time.
In the second half the Wildcats came out and tightened the
screws on defe-nse, allowing
Virginia only one shot on
Gaul!ette, which she easily
.
.
stopped.
. Offensively, the W ddcats did
eve~thing right except put the
ball 10 the net. Caldwell and .
company produced seven shots _
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field hockey team got ofto a fast stan as they ~eatecl the University of Virginia,
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